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(Abstract)

Recent research supports the eventual convergence of wireless LAN (WLAN) and cellular
systems in order to achieve the IMT-2000 (3G) requirement for 2 Mbps indoor capacities. The
WLAN access point can be enhanced to either incorporate or supplant the transmission and
packet data capabilities in the cellular network. This research used OPNET™ to design,
implement, and test a network system level simulation environment to allow investigators to
study the issues and trade-offs for interworking the infrastructure-based WLAN technologies
into 3G mobile subscriber cellular systems. The specific contribution of this research was to
augment the current OPNET™ model library by creating an enhanced user equipment node
(UW) and an enhanced WLAN access point node (UWLAN_AP).
The UW was augmented with the capability to selectively gain network access through
either a UMTS Node-B or through a 3G-aware WLAN access point. The UWLAN_AP was
made 3G-aware by augmenting it with the capability to process UMTS control messages in order
to build an access control table to support UMTS authentication and access control. Together,
the UW and UWLAN_AP create a simulation framework for interworking the WLAN
technology into UMTS as an alternate radio access network for supporting “hot spots.” This
research is the foundation to allow investigators to identify signaling and data transfer
mechanisms that leverage the capabilities of WLAN while supporting cellular service
provisioning and accountability requirements for current and future systems.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Two technological advances in the recent years have radically altered the nature of the
telecommunications industry. These advances are the exponential growth of the Internet and
cellular telephone networks. In its beginnings as the Arpanet of the 1970s, the Internet was
primarily limited to academic and scientific institutions. In the same way, the usage of cellular
telephones was restricted by high costs and limited coverage.
Today, the widespread use of the Internet for communications, file transfer and World
Wide Web connectivity is commonplace for most business and home users. Just as there has
been an unstoppable growth in the Internet, the number of cellular telephones has similarly
advanced at an amazing pace.
As the cellular telephone and Internet proliferate, researchers and service providers have
attempted to integrate them. These attempts to integrate data services into cellular networks
have brought the limitations of both the Internet and the cellular network into sharp focus. The
Internet’s best effort model is limited in its ability to support the real time constraints of a voice
conversation. While, the cellular telephone network’s low data rate is not sufficient for webbrowsing or large file transfers. Ongoing research is aimed at improving Quality of Service
(QoS) for the Internet, and increasing data rates on cellular networks. This research effort
focuses on supporting data traffic in “hotspots,” by interworking the Wireless Local Area
Network (WLAN) technologies into the emerging Third Generation (3G) cellular networks.
This chapter defines the problem investigated in this research effort. The remainder of the
chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 states the research problem under investigation. A
brief background and the motivation are presented in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 lists the design
goals of the research and the specific questions addressed by this research effort are listed in
Section 1.4. A brief overview of the methodology used is presented in Section 1.5. Finally,
Section 1.6 gives a summary of the significant results.
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1.1 Problem Statement
The purpose of this research effort was to design, implement, and test a network system
level simulation environment to allow investigators to study the issues and trade-offs for
interworking the infrastructure-based wireless LAN (WLAN) technologies into 3G mobile
subscriber cellular systems, specifically UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System).
The specific contribution of this research was to augment the current OPNET™ model library by
creating an enhanced user equipment node (UW) and an enhanced WLAN access point node
(UWLAN_AP).
The UW was augmented with the capability to selectively gain network access through
either a UMTS Node-B or through a 3G-aware WLAN access point. The UWLAN_AP was
made 3G-aware by augmenting it with the capability to process UMTS control messages in order
to build an access control table to support UMTS authentication and access control. Together,
the UW and UWLAN_AP create a simulation framework for interworking the WLAN
technology into UMTS as an alternate radio access network for supporting “hot spots.”

1.2 Background and Motivation
The cellular telephone industry was originally focused on providing voice communications
to the outdoor, traveling user. Technological advances have increased the coverage and the
quality of that service, but are still quite limited in their ability to provide quality coverage inside
buildings. The ability to provide quality coverage in “hotspots” (indoor locations with high
concentrations of potential customers, e.g., office building and airports) would increase the
potential for mobile systems to compete directly with infrastructure-based communications
systems. The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) is one of the primary standards
bodies developing the standards for Third Generation (3G) mobile cellular systems. Much of
their work focuses on addressing the convergence of voice and data communications.
WLAN technologies are currently capable of providing high capacity LAN coverage
within a limited area, such as within a building. This capacity can be leveraged to both support a
high concentration of users and allow the potentially limited cellular capacity to be reserved for
voice traffic. For these reasons, the 3GPP group SA1 (Services and System Aspects) has
published a feasibility study and begun development of proposed standards supporting the
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interworking of 3GPP systems with WLAN systems [15]. The study identifies six scenarios with
the potential to integrate the two systems. These scenarios are presented in Section 2.4.3. This
research addresses the 3GPP proposed Scenario 2 supporting authentication and access control
functions for a client capable of using WLAN to gain high capacity network access [12].

1.3 Design Goals
The primary design goal for this research was to interwork WLAN with UMTS so that it
can be utilized as an alternate radio access network for packet data transmissions. The remaining
design goals were intended to focus the design in order to create an open simulation framework
with the capabilities to study the issues and trades-offs for interworking WLAN with UMTS.
1. Focus the design on the 3GPP proposed Scenario 2 for supporting 3G authentication and
access control.
2. Utilize IP as the common service interface for applications in order to guarantee
independence of applications from the underlying radio access network.
3. Minimize the number of changes to the existing UMTS protocols.
4. Minimize the number of changes to the existing WLAN protocols.
5. Integrate the UMTS GPRS Mobility Management (GMM) protocol into the WLAN nodes to
ensure proper Authorization and Access Control into the UMTS network.
6. Integrate the UMTS Session Management (SM) protocol into the WLAN nodes in order to
provide a common data session that is independent of the radio access network.

1.4 Research Questions
The research questions were intended to exercise the user-defined node models over a
range of normal operating conditions and demonstrate the functionality of the simulation
environment. They were also intended to demonstrate that WLAN is a useful enhancement to
the 3G/UMTS cellular system.
1. What are the benefits of the interworked WLAN-UMTS system as compared to the existing
UMTS system?
a) In terms of DCH utilization.
b) In terms of application response time.
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c) How do the two systems scale?
2. What are the costs associated with the additional protocol signaling required to interwork the
WLAN-UMTS system as compared with the existing WLAN system?
a) In terms of data session set-up delay.
b) In terms of application response time.
3. How does the interworked WLAN-UMTS system perform over a range of normal operating
conditions?

1.5 Methodology Overview
The simulation model was developed using the ten-step methodology presented in [22]. It
was designed in OPNET™ Modeler 9.0 using a top-down approach. The design implements the
enhanced user equipment node (UW) and the 3G-aware WLAN AP (UWLAN_AP). These userdefined node models were exercised along with the OPNET™ UMTS specialized model set in
order to create the simulation framework to study the effects of interworking WLAN into
UMTS.
The performance of the system was evaluated based upon protocol interaction, dedicated
channel utilization (DCH), data session set-up delay, and application response time. The
simulation parameters were selected to accurately model an interworked WLAN-UMTS system
supporting a “hot spot.” The factors that were varied in the simulation include the application
profile/traffic model, FTP file size, client access mode, and number of clients. Analysis was
conducted to verify the simulation results.

1.6 Significant Results
The results of this research indicated that Wireless LAN is a useful enhancement to the
UMTS network. Specifically, they demonstrated that integrating WLAN into the UMTS system
would allow a service provider to reserve the limited DCH channels for the revenue producing
voice calls, by shifting data service users to the WLAN access network. The users who were
shifted to the WLAN access network also experienced significantly reduced application delays.
The results also demonstrated that the WLAN access network scales well for both a light
mix of client applications traffic and a more heavily loaded mix. The traffic profiles are
described in detail in Section 3.5.1.

Chapter 2 Background and Related Work
This chapter provides both the theoretical background and a review of related research in the
area of Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) and in data networks in Third Generation (3G)
wireless networks. A basic theoretical background in 3G wireless networks and the WLAN
family of technologies is required to address the topic of this research effort. Section 2.1
provides an introduction to 3G mobile communications and concludes with an overview of the
evolution in the mobile communications. Section 2.2 provides an introduction to the Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), which includes a detailed description of the
UMTS 3GPP standards, specifically in the UMTS packet switch (PS) domain. Section 2.3
presents an introduction to the WLAN family of technologies that includes a detailed discussion
of the IEEE 802.11 standards, the WLAN system architecture, and protocol architecture,
focusing on the WLAN medium access control (MAC) layer. Finally, Section 2.4 presents an
overview of related research in interworking 3G wireless systems with WLAN.

2.1 Third Generation Mobile Communications
3G wireless refers to the developing technology standards for the next generation of
mobile communications systems. One of the main goals of the standardization efforts of 3G is to
create a universal infrastructure that is able to support existing and future services. This requires
that the infrastructure be designed so that it can evolve as technology changes, without
compromising the existing services on the existing networks. Separation of access technology,
transport technology, service technology and user applications from each other make this
demanding requirement possible [9].

5
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2.1.1 Mobile Communications Technology Evolution
Mobile communications technology evolution is typically classified in terms of technology
generations. First Generation (1G) is the term used for the analog mobile systems that were
deployed in the mid 1980s. Second Generation (2G) cellular systems refer to the systems
deployed in the early 1990s that utilized digital communications techniques like TDMA and
CDMA. The 1G and 2G cellular systems were initially designed to provide circuit-switched
voice service, and were later modified to provide low bit rate data service. Current Second
Generation (2G) cellular systems are primarily voice systems, with data rates up to 19.2 kbps [1].
These include Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), IS-136 (TDMA) and IS-95
(CDMA). Efforts aimed at increasing the data rates provided by 2G systems, typically through
the use of higher order modulation, are termed 2.5G systems. Emerging 3G cellular standards
will replace the 2G radio interface to provide higher data rates and provide inherent support for
packet data, while leaving the 2G core network basically unchanged. GSM’s General Packet
Radio Service (GPRS) is the leading packet data network proposal for Third Generation (3G)
wireless systems. The goal of 3G systems is to offer data rates up to 2 Mbps to support wireless
packet data. The focus of Fourth Generation (4G) systems is on future modifications to the core
network, possibly moving to an IP-based infrastructure.

2.1.2 First Generation
During the early 1980s, analog cellular telephone systems were deployed. At that time,
each country developed its own system, limiting usage to within country boundaries [2]. In
North America, the Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) was the first commercial cellular
system to be deployed. It was an FM analog mobile radio system using FDMA with 30 kHz
channels occupying the 824-894 MHz frequency band [1]. Analog cellular systems had
limitations in both system capacity, and support for data traffic. In 1993, Cellular Digital Packet
Data (CDPD) added support for data traffic in the AMPS frequency band. CDPD was a packet
switched network that used a 30 kHz AMPS channel to provide mobile access to packet data
networks at 19.2 kbps [1]. Mobile data users were able to transmit on idle AMPS voice
channels, but were required to hop to a different channel when a voice user began to transmit.
CDPD was termed a packet overlay network since it utilized the existing base station equipment
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of cellular network, and required no additional frequency spectrum. The core network of CDPD
consisted of packet switches, separate from the AMPS Mobile Switching Center (MSC), which
provided connectivity to public data networks. CDPD was also utilized as a packet overlay
network for 2G digital voice systems.

2.1.3 Second Generation
The digital cellular systems deployed in the early 1990s are called 2G wireless systems.
2G systems use digital modulation schemes, as well as digital multiple access schemes such as
TDMA and CDMA. The three primary 2G systems are TDMA (IS-136), CDMA (IS-95), and
GSM.
The United States Digital Cellular (USDC/IS-54) system was deployed in North America
in 1991. It had a digital TDMA data channel, but utilized the AMPS analog control channel. In
1993, IS-136 added a digital control channel for a completely digital system. These TDMA 2G
systems operated in the AMPS frequency band of 824-894 MHz [1]. CDMA (IS-95) systems
using Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) were deployed in the United States in 1993.
They also operated in the AMPS frequency band. Additional spectrum was added in the 18501990 MHz frequency band to support CDMA carriers. This spectrum is commonly called
Personal Communications Services (PCS) [3].
GSM was introduced in Europe in 1990. The goal of GSM was to replace the various
European 1G analog systems with a single digital system. GSM operates in the 890-960 MHz
frequency band, and a PCS version termed Digital Cellular System (DCS) 1800 operates in the
1.8-2.0 GHz band [1]. GSM uses slow frequency hopping, and a 200 kHz carrier bandwidth. Its
frame structure supports eight users per carrier at a maximum data rate of 24.7 kbps [1]. GSM is
the most widely used 2G standard, accounting for about 66 percent of the world market [2].
Standards have been developed to provide both data service, and increase the data rate in GSM
networks. General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) is a packet overlay network designed to
provide data services in a GSM network. GPRS utilizes the same frame structure as GSM, and
supports a maximum data rate of 21.4 kbps [4]. The GPRS infrastructure adds two new nodes to
the GSM network, the Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) and the Serving GPRS Support
Node (SGSN). The GGSN serves as a gateway to external data networks and tunnels data traffic
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to the appropriate SGSN. The SGSN is responsible for delivering data packets to the mobile
user. The 3G GPRS architecture is discussed later in Section 2.2.3. Enhanced Data rates for
GSM Evolution (EDGE) is an ongoing effort to increase the data rate of GSM. EDGE will
provide data rates up to 384 kbps over the basic GSM 200 kHz channel by using higher order
modulation schemes. Both GPRS and EDGE bring the capabilities of GSM closer to the goals of
3G, and they are often referred to as 2.5G standards. In order to be commercially feasible, 3G
systems must exceed the capabilities of these enhanced 2G systems.

2.1.4 Third Generation
3G is a term coined by the global cellular community to indicate the next generation of
mobile service capabilities, including higher capacity and enhanced network functionalities. The
goal of 3G wireless systems is to provide wireless data service with data rates of 144 to 384 kbps
in wide coverage areas, and 2 Mbps in local coverage areas [5][6]. Possible applications include
wireless web-based access, email, as well as video teleconferencing and multimedia services
consisting of mixed voice and data streams. 3G wireless standards are being designed with the
intent to support a variety of services and applications.
IMT-2000 (International Mobile Telecommunications-2000) is the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) globally coordinated definition of 3G wireless systems
covering key issues such as frequency spectrum use and technical standards. The ITU IMT-2000
standards are being developed with input from regional standards organizations, including the
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), the Telecommunications Industry
Association (TIA) in the United States, the Association of Radio Industry and Business (ARIB)
in Japan, and the Telecommunications Technology Association (TTA) in Korea. These regional
organizations have proposed IMT-2000 standards that take into account regional concerns such
as evolution from existing 2G systems, and current allocation of frequency spectrum [6].
Two international bodies have been established to resolve the differences between these
regional proposals. The Third Generation Partnership Proposal (3GPP) is working to standardize
the proposals from ETSI, ARIB, and TTA into a single standard termed WCDMA (Wideband
Code Division Multiple Access). The European proposal for IMT-2000 is UMTS (Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System). UMTS is an evolutionary system based upon the
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currently fielded GSM. UMTS packet data services (PS) are based on the 2.5G GSM General
Packet Radio Service (GPRS) framework. The 3GPP2 is likewise standardizing the proposals
from TIA and TTA into a single standard called CDMA2000. The North American CDMA2000
proposal is influenced both by compatibility issues with the current IS-95 CDMA systems, and
existing frequency allocations.

2.2 Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) is a Third Generation (3G)
wireless protocol that is part of the ITU’s IMT-2000 vision of a global family of 3G mobile
telecommunications systems. Its specifications were created by the 3GPP and the ETSI.

It is

an evolutionary system based upon GSM with its packet domain based on the 2.5G General
Packet Radio Services (GPRS) framework. UMTS is expected to deliver low-cost, high-capacity
mobile communications with data rates up to 2 Mbps. This research effort focuses on the 3GPP
Release 1999 standards.
The following sections give an overview of UMTS and its signaling protocols. The focus
of these sections is to give the background information on the UMTS signaling protocols that is
necessary to understand the simulation design. The GPRS Mobility Management and Session
Management protocols that were used to realize the primary design goal of interworking WLAN
with UMTS in accordance with the 3GPP scenario 2 are covered in detail in Sections 2.2.5 and
2.2.7.
2.2.1 UMTS System Overview
The main system components of the UMTS network architecture are the user equipment
(UE), the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) and the core network (CN) as
shown in Figure 2-1.
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network
(UTRAN)

User Equipment
(UE)

User Equipment
(UE)

Core Network
(CN)

Gateway GSN
(GGSN)
Node_B

Serving GSN
(SGSN)
Radio Network Controller
(RNC)

Figure 2-1 UMTS System Overview
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The user equipment (UE) consists of the mobile terminal (MT), the terminal equipment
(TE), and the Subscriber Identity Module (SIM). The UTRAN is comprised of the Node-B and
the Radio Network Controller (RNC). The RNC is in charge of the overall control of logical
resources provided by the Node-Bs. The RNC manages the air interface resources between its
Node-Bs and their associated UEs. The Node-B provides logical resources, corresponding to the
resources of one or more cells, to the RNC. It is responsible for the radio transmission and
reception in the cells it controls. A Node-B can control several cells, managing the network air
interface for its associated UEs. It is responsible for relaying packets between the UEs and its
controlling RNC. The Node-B is also responsible for assisting the RNC with radio resource
management through the Node-B Application Protocol (NBAP) signaling messages. The
Serving GPRS support node (SGSN) keeps track of the location of individual UEs and performs
security functions and access control. The Gateway GPRS support node encapsulates packets
received from external packet networks (IP) and routes them to the SGSN.
2.2.2 UMTS Air Interface
3GPP TS 25.302 defines the access scheme for UMTS as Wideband Code Division
Multiple Access (WCDMA) with a chip rate of 3.84 Mcps and a 5 MHz carrier for both the
uplink and downlink. The standard supports both Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) and Time
Division Duplex (TDD) with FDD mode considered to be the main technology for UMTS. In
the FDD mode, the uplink and downlink transmissions use different frequency bands. A radio
frame has a length of 10ms and is divided into 15 slots. The spreading factors vary from 4 to
256 for the uplink and up to 512 for the downlink. Under limited coverage and mobility, data
rates up to 2 Mbps are achievable using these spreading factors. The TDD mode defined is Time
Division-Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access (TD-SCDMA). It operates on a low-chip
rate carrier, with a 1.6 MHz carrier instead of a 5 MHz. It can also offer the end user data rates
up to 2 Mbps under optimal conditions [2].
2.2.3 GPRS – UMTS Packet Domain Architecture
3GPP TS 23.060 defines the packet domain architecture for both GSM and UMTS using
Figure 2-2 [7]. The shaded elements highlight the key elements of the UMTS packet domain.
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The standard provides a specification for each of the key elements of the architecture, as well as
a detailed specification for the interfaces that connect these key elements to ensure
interoperability between multiple vendor implementations.

Radio Access Network

Core Network

A
UE
UMTS

TE

GSM

TE

R

R

Iu
MT

MT

Uu

Um

D

MSC/VLR

UTRAN

Gs
Iu

HLR

Gr

SGSN

Gb

Gn
Ga

BSS
Gf

Signalling Interface
Signalling and Data Transfer Interface

GGSN
Ga
CGF

Gi

PDN
Billing
System

EIR

Figure 2-2 UMTS Packet Domain Architecture

UMTS packet data services are based on the 2.5G GSM General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS). GPRS uses packet switched technology to transfer high and low-speed data and
signaling in an efficient manner. The packet overlay architecture maintains a strict separation
between the radio subsystem and the network subsystem, allowing the reuse of other radio access
technologies. GPRS optimizes the use of network and radio resources and defines the protocols
for interworking with external IP networks (represented generically as a packet data network
(PDN) on the reference diagram) through the Gi interface.
Both GSM and UMTS use a common packet domain Core Network (CN) to provide
packet switched (PS) services. The packet domain is designed to support several quality of
service levels to allow efficient data transfer of application traffic ranging from non real-time,
intermittent and bursty data to real-time voice and video. The Serving GPRS Support Node
(SGSN) is the node that is serving the UE. It supports GPRS for UMTS via the Iu interface. The
SGSN performs location management, security, and access control functions for the UEs. The
GGSN provides interworking with external packet switched networks, and is connected with
SGSNs via the ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode)-based interface, Gn. It contains routing
information for PS-attached users. This routing information is used to tunnel data to the UEs
current point of attachment (i.e., the SGSN).
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The common circuit switched (CS) CN elements include the Mobile Switching
Center/Visitor Location Register (MSC/VLR), the Home Location Register (HLR), the Charging
Gateway Functionality (CGF), and the Equipment Identity Register (EIR). The MSC/VLR is
used to provide efficient coordination of PS and CS services (i.e., combined GPRS and nonGPRS location updates). The HLR contains GSM and UMTS subscriber information. The CGF
collects charging records from the SGSNs and GGSNs. The EIR stores information about user
equipment identity.
In order to access the PS services, a UE must make its presence known to the network by
performing a GPRS attach. This makes the UE available via the SGSN for notification of
incoming PS data. In order to send and receive PS data, the UE must activate the Packet Data
Protocol (PDP) context that it wants to use. This operation makes the UE known to its GGSN
and to the external data networks through this gateway. User data is transferred transparently
between the UE and the external data networks with a method known as encapsulation and
tunneling. Data packets are equipped with PS-specific protocol information and transferred
between the UE and the GGSN. This transparent transfer method enables easy introduction of
additional interworking protocols in the future.
2.2.4 UMTS Protocol Stack (Control and User Plane)
3GPP TS 23.060 defines the layered protocol structure for both the user and control planes
in Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4, respectively [8]. The protocols of both the user and control planes
can be grouped into one of three more general UMTS internetwork protocol layers: transport
network layer, radio network layer, and the system network layer. The protocols within each of
these network layers extend across multiple interfaces and work together in the execution of
many common system wide functions [9].
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Figure 2-3 UMTS User Plane
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Figure 2-4 UMTS Control Plane

Transport Network Protocols

The UMTS transport network protocols are responsible for providing a general-purpose
transport service to both the user and control planes. It is actually a network within the UMTS
network. The logical end-to-end transport network is composed of: the Medium Access Control
(MAC), the Reliable Link Control (RLC), the physical layer (PHY), as well as the Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM) and ATM Adaptation Layer 5 (AAL5) [9].
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The PHY protocol, specified in 3G TS 25.302, controls the use of the WCDMA physical
channels on the Uu interface. It is responsible for mapping the logical transport channels to the
physical channels.
The MAC protocol, specified in 3G TS 25.321, controls the access signaling procedures
(request and grant) for the radio channel. It provides its service as a set of logical channels,
which are characterized by the type of data that they transport. The MAC has the overall
responsibility of controlling the communications over WCDMA transport channels provided by
the PHY layer. In order for multiple users to share the capacity of the transport channels, the
MAC uses transport blocks as units of transmission. It multiplexes and de-multiplexes protocol
data units (PDUs) from the RLC into these transport blocks that are delivered to and from the
physical layer. In the user plane, the MAC handles the real time protocol issues associated with
priority handling between data flows of one UE [9].
The RLC protocol, specified in 3G TS 25.322, provides logical link control over the radio
interface in both the user and control planes. There may be several simultaneous RLC links per
UE with each link being identified by it own radio bearer (RB) ID. The standard supports
transfer of user data in three modes: transparent, unacknowledged, and acknowledged modes.
The transparent mode supports segmentation and reassembly (SAR) of higher layer PDUs
into/from smaller RLC payload units (PUs) and forwarding to/from the MAC. The
unacknowledged mode supports SAR, concatenation, padding, forwarding to/from the MAC, as
well as ciphering and sequence number checking. The acknowledged mode supports all of the
functionality of the unacknowledged mode plus error correction, in sequence delivery of higher
layer PDUs, duplicate detection, and flow control [7] [9].
The ATM protocol, specified in [10], divides the information from the higher layer into
fixed-size cells (53 octets), multiplexes, and forwards the cells to the next node. The AAL5
protocol, specified in [11], provides support for variable bit rate connection-oriented or
connectionless data services to the ATM protocol.
Radio Network Protocols

The radio network protocols form the layer on top of the general-purpose transport
network protocols discussed in the previous section. These protocols are needed to control the
establishment, maintenance and release of radio access bearers (RABs) and to transfer user data
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between the UE and the CN using the RABs. The RAB represents a logical channel between the
SGSN and the UE. The protocols of the radio network extend from the UE across the UTRAN
to the SGSN and create this logical channel association. The radio network protocols in the
control plane are: the Radio Access Network Application Part (RANAP) and the Radio
Resources Control (RRC) protocols. See Figure 2-5 for the relationship between the RRC,
RANAP, signaling connection and RAB.

Figure 2-5 Relationship Between the RRC, RANAP, Signaling Connection and RAB

The RANAP protocol, specified in 3G TS 25.413, controls the resources in the Iu
interface, between the SGSN and the RNC. It has the main responsibility for overall RAB
management, providing the SGSN with the control mechanisms for the establishment,
modification and release of RABs between the UE.
The RRC protocol, specified in 3G TS 25.331, is the key radio resource control protocol in
the UTRAN. It supports the Radio Resource Management (RRM) functionality by coordinating
the execution of resource control requests. RRM is covered in greater detail in Section 2.2.6. It
also has the responsibility to transport RANAP messages as their payload between the RNC and
UEs. The major function of the RRC is to control the radio bearers, transport channels and
physical channels. The RRC provides a logical connection between the UE and the RNC.
As stated earlier, the RAB represents the logical channel connection between a UE and the
SGSN. It is the RNCs responsibility to provide the RAB connection, creating an illusion for the
SGSN of a fixed radio bearer (connection) to the UE. The RNC analyzes the RAB requests,
evaluates radio resources needed to support the requests, reconfigures the radio channels, called
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radio bearers (RB) and maps the requested RAB to the RBs. As shown in Figure 2-5, the RAB is
carried within the RRC connection between the RNC and UE over the radio interface and within
the RANAP connection between the RNC and the SGSN. In this association, the RNC acts as a
protocol converter between the UTRAN and the SGSN [14].
In the user plane, the radio network protocols are: the Packet Data Convergence Protocol
(PDCP) and the GPRS Tunneling Protocol-User (GTP-U). The PDCP layer handles
transmission and reception of PDUs using the services provided by the RLC. Its main
functionality is to compress and decompress the headers of the higher layer protocol data units in
order to save valuable radio link resources. The most common user to user packet data protocol
is TCP/IP. The IP header compression specified for the 3GPP is RFC2507 defined by the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [9].
The GTP-Us, specified by 3G TS 29.060, main functions are data packet transfer between
the UTRAN and SGSN, as well as between the SGSN and GGSN. On both of these interfaces
the GTP-U operates on top of UDP (User Datagram Protocol). It uses encapsulation and
tunneling to provide a connectionless data transfer service to the higher layers. Since its main
purpose is to transfer user data, it has been optimized for that specific task, leaving the signaling
messages required to set up the GTP endpoints to the control plane.

System Network Protocols

The radio network protocols make it possible for the UE to communicate across the
UTRAN subnetwork by maintaining the communications path between the UE and the SGSN,
forming a radio access network. The system network protocols operate on top of the radio
network protocols and allow the UMTS SGSN to provide communications services to the UE.
This group of control plane protocols is carried transparently through the radio access network,
allowing the radio access network to be interchanged seamlessly without affecting the
communications services that the SGSN provides to the UEs. The main system network
protocols in the UMTS control plane are the GPRS Mobility Management (GMM) and the
Session Management (SM). The GMM protocol, which is covered in more detail in Section
2.2.5, operates between the UE and the SGSN. The GMM protocol provides the basic signaling
mechanisms for controlling mobility management and authentication functions for the UEs in the
UMTS PS domain. The SM protocol, which is covered in more detail in Section 2.2.5, is
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responsible for establishing and releasing packet data sessions, called packet data protocol (PDP)
contexts with the UMTS network.
2.2.5 GPRS Mobility Management and Session Management
GPRS Mobility Managment

As stated in Section 2.2.3, in order for a UE to utilize the resources provided by the UMTS
GPRS PS domain, it must first register into the GPRS network. The GMM protocol provides the
signaling mechanisms for controlling this mobility management registration process, termed a
GMM context. Figure 2-6 shows the Packet Mobility Management (PMM) States of the GMM
context [7].
PMM-Detached

PS Detach

PMM-Idle

PS Attach

PS Detach

PS Signaling
Connection Release PMM-Connected
PS Signaling
Connection Establish

Figure 2-6 Packet Mobility Management (PMM) States

The procedures for the establishment and release of the GMM context are: GRPS Attach
and the GPRS Detach. The signaling mechanisms for realizing a GPRS Attach are covered in
more detail in Section 2.2.7. Prior to registering into the GPRS network, a UE is in the Packet
Mobility Management Detached (PMM-Detached) state as shown in Figure 2-6. In that state, a
GMM context does not exist and subsequently, the SGSN cannot reach the UE, because it does
not have any valid location or routing information about the UE. After successful completion of
a GPRS Attach procedure, the UE will be in the PMM-Connected state, is authorized into the
network, and has established a PS signaling channel with the SGSN. As shown in Figure 2-4,
the signaling connection consists of an RRC connection between the UE and the UTRAN and
RANAP connection between the UTRAN and the SGSN. If the PS signaling connection is
released, the UE will move to the PMM-Idle state [8].
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Session Management

In the PS domain the packet connections are called sessions—they are established and
managed by the SM protocol. Its main function is to establish and release packet data sessions
by providing support for Packet Data Protocol (PDP) context handling between the SGSN and
the UE. The SM has two logical states: inactive and active, as depicted in Figure 2-7.
Deactivate PDP Context
or
PMM changes to IDLE

INACTIVE

ACTIVE
Activate PDP Context

Figure 2-7 Session Management (SM) States

When the UE is in the Session Management Active (SM-Active) state, a PDP context
exists and contains the necessary information for routing user data packet from the GGSN (i.e.,
the gateway) to the UE and vice versa. When a UE is in the SM-Inactive state, the PDP context
does not exist and therefore, there is not any valid routing information for it. The basic SM
procedures are: PDP context activation, modification, and deactivation. The signaling
mechanisms for realizing a PDP context activation are covered in more detail in Section 2.2.7.
The goal of the SM protocol is to create the illusion of an “always on” type of connection
between the UE and the SGSN—this must accomplished in an effective way in order to save
network resources whenever possible. Section 2.2.6 discusses how the SM and RRC protocols
interact to accomplish this.
Referring back to Figure 2-6, once in the PMM-Connected state, the UE is authenticated
into the network and can request to pass data using the UMTS PS domain. In order to exchange
packet data with external data networks, the UE must be in the SM-Active state, so that it has a
PDP address in the Packet Data Network (PDN). The UE accomplishes this by requesting a PDP
context activation. The PDP context characterizes a data transfer session and includes
information like: the PDP type (i.e., IPv4 or IPv6), the PDP address, and the requested Quality of
Service (QoS). With an active PDP context, the UE is known to external packet data networks
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(PDN) and can send and receive PDP protocol data units (PDUs) with the external PDN through
its gateway (i.e., the GGSN).
When a UE transitions to the PMM-Idle state, it remains attached to the GPRS network
and has a GMM context, but data transmission and reception are not possible, because there is
not a PS signaling connection between the UE and the SGSN; therefore, there is no PDP context
(i.e., the UE transitions to the SM-Inactive state). In order to reestablish the PS signaling
connection between the UE and the SGSN, the UE must perform a Service Request procedure
[7][8]. The signaling mechanisms for realizing a Service Request procedure are covered in more
detail in Section 2.2.7. Upon successful reestablishment of the PS signaling connection, the UE
moves back to the PMM-Connected state and has the resources necessary to initiate a PDP
context activation.
2.2.6 Radio Resource Management
UMTS uses the RRC procedures to allocate radio resources to the UE in a very flexible
manner depending on the state of the UE (both PMM context and PDP context) and the amount
data that it needs to send. Each physical channel in UMTS is called a transport channel. [12]
defines the following uplink transport channels:
Physical Random Access Channel (PRACH): A Slotted Aloha contention based uplink
channel used for transmission of small amounts of data and control from UE.
Physical Common Packet Channel (PCPCH): A contention based uplink channel for data.
Dedicated Physical Dedicated Channel (DPDCH): Physical channel dedicated to UE and
is used to transmit large amounts of data.
For small amounts of data, the PRACH is normally used. For small to medium amounts of data,
the PCPCH is preferred and for larges amounts of data, the DPDCH can be used [7].
On receipt of data packets from the higher layers (i.e. IP), the UE begins the Radio
Access Bearer (RAB) assignment procedure in order to establish a Radio Bearer (RB) between
the UE and the UTRAN. The signaling mechanisms for realizing a RAB assignment are
discussed in greater detail in Section 2.2.7.
RRM Interaction with SM and GMM

If these PDUs belong to a QoS for which a PDP context does not exist (i.e., SMInactive), the UE will first initiate a PDP context activation. If the PDP context already exists,
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the UE will initiate the Radio Access Bearer (RAB) assignment process by sending a service
request to its SGSN. The Service Request procedure, discussed in greater detail in Section 2.2.7,
is used to set up a PS connection to the SGSN if the UE is in the PMM-Idle state or is used to
request resource reservation, if the UE is in the PMM-Connected state. To initiate the RAB
assignment process, the SGSN sends a RAB Assignment Request message to the UTRAN to
establish a RAB. If there is sufficient uplink and downlink capacity to support the request, the
UTRAN will establish a RB by sending a RB Setup message to the UE. Once the RB is
established the UE can begin sending and receiving PDUs on the uplink and downlink. Section
2.2.7 discusses the RB Setup procedure in greater detail.
2.2.7 UMTS Protocol Interaction Diagrams
This section details how the UMTS control protocols work together to realize common
management functions. The common management functions described are: the RRC Connection
Setup, the GPRS Attach procedure, the PDP Activation procedure, the RAB Assignment
procedure, and the RB Setup procedure.
RRC Connection Setup

All of the following management functions begin with a Radio Resource Control (RRC)
connection setup procedure if one does not already exist between the UE and RNC. Figure 2-8
illustrates the principle of how the radio connection between the UE and the RNC is established
over the Uu (radio) interface and the access network internal interface, Iub [14]. The RRC
connection always starts with the UE sending a RRC Connection Setup Request (1) over the
common control channel (CCCH). The RRC entity in the RNC receives this message and
changes state from Idle to Connected and establishes the Iub bearer between the Node-B and
RNC according to the requirements of the request.
The RRC connection request contains all the information necessary for the RNC to
coordinate the setup of the radio connection between the UE and the RNC. The message
contains the UE identity, its location and routing information, and the requested QoS.
Depending on the requested QoS, the RNC makes the decision whether to allocate dedicated or
common resources to the request. The RNC will negotiate a Iub bearer with the Node-B.
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When the Iub communication is ready, the RNC sends the RRC Connection Setup (2)
message to the UE with the appropriate information to establish the radio channel with the NodeB. The message informs the UE of the transport format, power control, and channel codes so
that it can configure it RLC with the appropriate settings. The UE confirms that the RRC
connection is established by sending the RRC Connection Setup Complete message (3) [14].

Figure 2-8 RRC Connection Setup

Once the RRC connection has been established, the UE can proceed with its subsequent
management function. The RNC provides the protocol translation for the RRC and the RANAP
protocols giving the UE a virtual PS signaling connection shown in Figure 2-5. Figure 2-9
illustrates how this virtual PS signaling connection is actually realized. The UE sends the
message RRC: Initial Direct Transfer to the RNC. It carries as its payload the first system
network message corresponding to the management function task from the UE to the network.
Upon receiving this message the RNC prepends a header with additional control information and
forwards it to the SGSN as a RANAP: UE Initial Message. This message contains as it payload
the original RRC direct transfer message with the first system network message generated by the
UE [14]. The following figures will use the notation RRC DT (payload) and RANAP DT
(payload) to illustrate a network management message being transferred as payload in a RRC
and RANAP direct transfer, respectively.
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Figure 2-9 Transaction Reasoning

GMM Attach Procedure

The GPRS Mobilitiy Management (GMM) Attach procedure is performed to register the
UE for the GPRS network services by notifying the SGSN of its location and by establishing a
PS signaling connection between the UE and the SGSN. After successfully executing the GMM
Attach procedure the UE is in the PMM-Connected state, Figure 2-6, and GMM context is
established in both the UE and the SGSN. The UE may then activate PDP contexts as described
below. The GMM protocol makes use of the signaling connection provided by the radio network
layer protocols shown in Figure 2-5. This signaling connection, referred as the radio resource
(RR) connection, consists of the RRC protocol connection over the signaling radio bearer and the
RANAP connection over the Iu signaling bearer.
The three way handshake signaling mechanism for the GMM Attach procedure is
illustrated in Figure 2-10. The UE initiates the GMM Attach procedure by sending a GMM:
Attach Request (1) message to the SGSN. This message includes the UE’s IMSI (International
Mobile Subscriber Identity), the type of attach requested and a follow on request indication that
indicates whether the Iu connection should be released or kept after the GMM attach procedure.
Upon receipt of the GMM: Attach Request message, the SGSN will perform the authentication
procedures with the HLR and ensure that the UE is authorized GPRS network services. The
SGSN will then send GMM: Attach Accept (2) message back to the UE indicating that the UE is
accepted into the GPRS network. The three way handshake is completed with the UE
acknowledging the attach accept message with a GMM: Attach Complete (3).
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Figure 2-10 GMM Attach Procedure

PDP Activation Procedure

The PDP (packet data protocol) activation procedure is required when a RAB is requested
for a class of service whose PDP context is inactive (i.e., the UE is the SM-Idle state for that
QoS, see Figure 2-7). Upon successful completion of the PDP activation procedure, the UE will
be in the SM-Active state, a RAB will exist between the SGSN and the UE with the associated
PDP context parameters, and the UE will be able to exchange PS data with the CN. Figure 2-11
illustrates the PDP activation procedure initiated by the UE.
When the UE receives PDUs from the higher layers for a QoS that does not have an
activated PDP context, the UE initiates PDP context activation by sending a SM: Activate PDP
Context Request (1) message to the SGSN. Upon receipt of this message, the SGSN will initiate
the RAB assignment procedure (2) described in the next section. On receipt of the RANAP: RAB
Assignment Response (2.4) message, the SGSN will request that the GGSN create a PDP context
with the negotiated parameters. The GGSN will add the UE’s PDP address—IP address pair to
its routing table, and advertise the UE’s IP address to the external IP network. After the RAB
has been established the SGSN confirms the packet session establishment by sending a SM:
Activate PDP Context Accept (3) message to the UE.
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Figure 2-11 PDP Activation and RAB Assignment Procedures

RAB Assignment Procedure

The RAB Assignment procedure is illustrated in step 2 of Figure 2-11. The RAB
assignment procedure can be initiated by either a PDP activation, when a PDP context has not
yet been established for the requested QoS or by a service request, as in Figure 2-12, when a
PDP context is already active, but no RAB exists.
Upon receiving either a PDP activation or a service request, the SGSN initiates RAB
assignment activities. First, the SGSN ensures that the UE under its current subscription has the
rights to perform the operation, and then begins RAB allocation by assigning a unique RAB ID
and requests a RAB for the given QoS by sending a RANAP: RAB Assignment Request (2.1)
message to the RNC. The RNC performs admission control procedure checking the availability
of uplink and downlink capacity. If sufficient capacity is available, the RNC establishes the
appropriate radio bearer (RB) by sending the UE a RRC: RB Setup Request (2.2) message. The
UE establishes the appropriate RB as specified by the RNC and sends a RRC: RB Setup
Complete (2.3) message to the RNC. The RNC completes the transaction by notifying the SGSN
of the established RAB-RB mapping with a RANAP: RAB Assignment Response (2.4) message.
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Service Request Procedure

When a UE requires a RAB for a PDP context that is already active, it initiates the RAB
assignment procedure with a SM: Service Request (1) message to the SGSN as shown in Figure
2-12. First, the SGSN notifies the UE that the request is granted by sending a SM: Service
Accept (2) message. It then initiates a RAB assignment in step 3 as specified in detail in the
previous section.

Figure 2-12 Service Request

2.2.8 UMTS Summary
The previous sections provided an overview of UMTS and its signaling protocols. Section
2.2.2 discussed the standards of the WCDMA air interface. GPRS, the backbone of the UMTS
packet domain architecture was discussed in Section 2.2.3. Section 2.2.4 gave an overview of
the UMTS protocol stack, with Section 2.2.5 covering the details of the GMM and Session
Management protocols.
The simulation design covered in Chapter 3 integrated these signaling protocols into the
WLAN access point in order to create an alternate radio access network. The UMTS protocol
interaction diagrams and detailed discussions of Section 2.2.7 should provide the background
information necessary to understand the design. Chapter 3 contains many references to these
sections for the reader convenience.
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2.3 Wireless Local Area Network Technology
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) are becoming increasingly present in corporate
and residential indoor environments. WLAN is not a single radio technology, several different
technologies fall into the category called WLAN. This research effort focuses specifically on the
existing industry standard for IEEE 802.11b as the representative example of the WLAN family
of technologies. WLANs provide high capacity connectivity to the wired infrastructure
providing IP-based services within an indoor area. WLAN was originally considered to be a
competitor to cellular mobile systems, but the industry has realized that the two technologies can
be integrated to provide both enhanced service to the user and increased business potential for
the provider [12]. Section 2.3.1 provides an introduction to the WLAN technology and
concludes with a discussion of components of the IEEE 802.11 Architecture. Section 2.3.2
provides an introduction to the WLAN MAC architecture, which includes an introduction to the
three basic access mechanisms. Section 2.3.4 discusses the interframe spacing mechanisms for
controlling access to the wireless medium. Section 2.3.5 presents a detailed description of the
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF), specifically covering the basic medium access
mechanism, Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA). Section
2.3.6 covers the time-bounded data service provided by the Point Coordination Function (PCF).
Section 2.3.7 gives an overview of the WLAN Physical layer. Finally, Section 2.3.8 presents the
WLAN Frame structure.
2.3.1 WLAN System Architecture
The WLAN protocol discussed in this research effort is based on the IEEE 802.11 standard
[13]. The standard defines a medium access control (MAC) sublayer and three physical (PHY)
layers. Despite the different radio technologies, all WLAN systems are commonly used to
transport IP datagrams. The goal of the IEEE 802.11 standard is to describe a WLAN that
delivers services commonly found in wired networks.
The IEEE 802.11 architecture consists of several components that work together to provide
a Wireless LAN (WLAN) connectivity that is transparent to the upper layers. The Basic Service
Set (BSS) is the basic building block of an 802.11 WLAN. A station (STA) is the component
that connects to the wireless medium. The station may be mobile, portable, or stationary. A
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station provides the following WLAN services: authentication, privacy, and delivery of the data
(MAC service data unit). The BSS, shown in Figure 2-13, is a set of stations that communicate
with one another. When all the stations in the BSS can communicate directly with each other
and there is no connection to a wired network, the BSS is called an Independent BSS (IBSS). An
IBSS is also known as adhoc network, which is typically a short-lived network with small
number of stations in direct communication range.

Figure 2-13 Independent Basic Service Set (BSS)

When a BSS includes an access point (AP), the BSS is no longer independent—it is called
an infrastructure BSS or simply BSS. The stations in an infrastructure BSS communicate with
the AP only. The AP provides the local relay function within the BSS as well as provides the
connectivity to networks outside the BSS.
An Extended Service Set (ESS) is a set of infrastructure BSSs, where the APs
communicate among themselves to forward traffic from one BSS to another. The APs perform
this communication via a distribution system (DS). A DS is the backbone of the WLAN and
may be constructed of either wired or wireless networks. Figure 2-14 is an example of an ESS
with two infrastructure BSSs connected via a DS. The DS also is connected to an IP backbone
through a gateway router.
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Figure 2-14 Extended Service Set (ESS) Connected to a Wired IP Network

2.3.2 WLAN Protocol Architecture
As indicated by the standard number, IEEE 802.11 fits seamlessly into the other 802.x
standards for wired LANs. Applications should not notice any difference apart from a lower
bandwidth and possible a higher access time from the WLAN. Therefore, the higher layers
(application, TCP/IP, etc) in a wireless node look the same as the wired node [14].
The IEEE 802.11 standard only covers the medium access (MAC) and physical (PHY)
layers like the other 802.x LAN standards. Figure 2-15 is the basic reference protocol reference
model from [13].

Figure 2-15 Protocol Reference Model for the 802.11 Standard

The physical layer is subdivided into a physical layer convergence protocol (PLCP) and
the physical medium dependent (PMD) sublayers. The basic tasks of the MAC layer are medium
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access, fragmentation of user data, and encryption. The PLCP sublayer provides a carrier sense
signal, called clear channel assessment (CCA), and provides a common PHY interface for the
MAC that is independent of the transmission technology. The PMD sublayer handles
modulation and encoding/decoding of signals. The MAC is cover in more detail in Section 2.3.3
and the PHY in Section 2.3.7.
2.3.3 WLAN Medium Access Control Layer
The primary responsibility of the WLAN MAC is to control medium access, but it can also
provide optional support for roaming, authentication, and power conservation. The basic
services provided by the MAC layer are the mandatory asynchronous data service and an
optional time-bounded service. The standard specifies that 802.11 only offer the asynchronous
service in the adhoc network mode, while both services work together in an infrastructure based
network with an access point coordinating medium access. Defines the following three basic
access mechanisms: the mandatory basic method based on a version of carrier sense multiple
access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA), an optional method avoiding the hidden terminal
problem, and a contention-free polling method for time-bounded service. The first two methods
are termed the distribution coordination function (DCF), and the third is the point coordination
function (PCF). Figure 2-16 [13 ]shows the interaction of the waiting time between frames,
termed interframe spaces (IFS), used for controlling the waiting time before accessing the
medium.

Figure 2-16 Medium Access and Interframe Spacing
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2.3.4 Interframe Space
The time interval between frames is called the IFS. A station will determine that the
medium is idle through the carrier sense mechanism, specifically the CCA in the PLCP sublayer.
Four different IFSs are specified in [13] to provide priority levels of access to the wireless media;
the main three that are relevant to this research are listed below in order, from shortest to longest.
A station must wait an IFS after sensing an idle medium before it can attempt to access.
Short Interframe Space (SIFS)

SIFS is the shortest waiting time for medium access and thus the highest priority for
medium access. It is defined for short control messages, such as acknowledgements for data
packets or polling responses. SIFS is covered in greater detail in Sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.6.
PCF Interframe Space (PIFS)

PIFS is the waiting time between DIFS and SIFS (and thus medium priority). It is defined
for the time-bounded service used in PCF. An access point only has to wait PIFS after sensing
an idle medium in order to access. Both PCF and PIFS are covered in greater detail in Section
2.3.6.
DCF Interframe Space (DIFS)

DIFS is the longest waiting time (and thus the lowest priority). This IFS is defined for the
asynchronous data service within a contention period used in the DCF. Both DCF and DIFS are
covered in greater detail in Section 2.3.5.
2.3.5 Distributed Coordination Function
[13] defines the basic medium access protocol as the distributed coordination function
(DCF). It allows stations in the same BSS to share the medium using CSMA/CA and a random
backoff time following a busy medium. It also specifies that a receiving station will respond
with an immediate positive acknowledgement (ACK frame) following successful receipt of a
frame, while the sender schedules immediate retransmission if the ACK is not received.
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CSMA/CA

CSMA/CA with binary exponential backoff is the basic access mechanism specified by the
DCF. Using the physical carrier sense mechanism provided by the CCA, a station will listen to
the medium before beginning a transmission. If the medium is already carrying a transmission,
the station will not begin its own transmission. This is the CSMA portion of the access
mechanism. If two or more stations sense an idle medium and begin their transmission at the
same time then there will be a collision, which may result in one or more frames being corrupted.
The IEEE 802.11 MAC uses collision avoidance rather than collision detection in order to
transmit and receive simultaneously. For this reason, the IEEE 802.11 MAC implements a
virtual sensing mechanism termed the network allocation vector (NAV). The NAV is a value
that indicates to a station the amount of time that remains before the medium will become
available. The NAV is kept current through duration values that are transmitted in all frames.
By combining this virtual sensing mechanism (using the NAV) with the physical sensing
mechanism (using the CCA), the MAC implements the collision avoidance portion of the
CSMA/CA access mechanism.
In order to avoid collision, a station listens to the medium before beginning its own
transmission. If it detects an existing transmission then it will enter into a deferral period
determined by binary exponential backoff algorithm.
DCF and DIFS

The DCF uses the physical and virtual carrier sense mechanisms to determine if the
medium is idle. If both mechanisms indicate that medium in not in use for an interval of DIFS
then the station will begin to transmit the frame. However, if the medium is busy then the
backoff algorithm is applied. The transmission is considered to be unsuccessful if an ACK is not
received, resulting in the retransmission of the frame.
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Figure 2-17 MAC Reference Model

2.3.6 Point Coordination Function
The DCF cannot guarantee a maximum access delay or minimum transmission bandwith.
To provide a time-bounded service, [13] specifies the PCF on top of the basic DCF access
mechanism (see Figure 2-17). Using PCF requires an AP that controls medium access by polling
individual stations. The polling mechanism in the AP is termed the point coordinator (PC). The
PC splits the access time into superframe periods shown in Figure 2-18 [13]. A superframe
comprises a contention-free period (CFP) and a contention period. The contention period is used
for stations that are not accessing the AP and are using the DCF access mechanism [14].

Figure 2-18 Contention-Free Period using SuperFrames

PCF operates by requiring stations to request that the PC register them on a polling list.
Once a station is registered with the PC, it becomes contention-free pollable (CF-Pollable).
During the CFP, the PC polls and delivers traffic to the CF-Pollable stations at regular intervals.
Figure 2-19 [13] is an example of PCF data transfer with four stations.
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Figure 2-19 PCF Data Transfer with 4 Stations

In this example, there are four CF-Pollable stations. The AP has data to send to all four
stations, but only stations 1, 2, and 4 have data to send to the AP. The PC transmits a Beacon to
mark the beginning of the CFP. The PC will transmit data to, respond with an ACK, and/or poll
a CF-pollable station using the SIFS as is the cases when it sends data to stations 1, 2, and 3.
Stations 1 and 2 wait a SIFS before responding to the AP with an ACK and subsequent data
transmission. The data exchange attempt with station 3 highlights what happens when a CFPollable station does not respond to its poll. The PC expects station 3 to respond with an ACK
and transmit any data it might have after waiting a SIFS. When a SIFS period elapses without
the receipt of the expected transmission, the PC may send its next pending transmission as soon
as one PIFS after the end of its last transmission. This permits the PC to retain control of the
medium in the presence of an overlapping BSS. The PC ends the CFP with a CF-End Beacon.
2.3.7 WLAN Physical Layer
The WLAN physical (PHY) layer is out of the scope of this research effort because it will
not be explicitly modeled—the basic physical layer information will be included for
completeness. [13] supports three different PHYs: one based on infrared and two layers on the
basis of radio transmission, specifically the 2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM)
band. All PHY variants include the provision of the clear channel assessment (CCA) signal
introduced in Section 2.3.2. This signal is needed by the MAC in order to determine if the
medium is idle. The three PHYs specified in [13] are Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum
(FHSP), Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS), and Infrared.
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2.3.8 WLAN Frame structure
[13] specifies the basic frame structure shown in Figure 2-20. Each frame consists of the
following basic components:
a) A MAC header, which comprises frame control, duration, address, and sequence control
information;
b) A variable length frame body, which contains information specific to the frame type;
c) A frame check sequence (FCS), which contains an IEEE 32-bit cyclic redundancy code
(CRC).

Figure 2-20 IEEE 802.11 Frame Structure

2.4 Related Work
This section presents the “state of the art” in the technologies supporting the interworking
of the WLAN technology into the 3G wireless sytems. This research effort is motivated by the
need for a working network system level model to allow researchers to investigate the issues and
trade-offs for interworking the infrastructure-based WLAN technologies into 3G mobile
subscriber cellular systems, specifically UMTS. The idea of interworking WLAN into 3G
wireless systems is relatively new; therefore, research into this area is extremely limited.
Currently, one of the first works in the area of modeling the interworking of WLAN into the 3G
wireless systems is by Ransbottom et.al. in [12]. Section 2.4.2 will discuss that work in detail.
The 3GPP is one of the primary standards bodies developing the standards for 3G mobile
systems. Much of their work focuses on addressing the convergence of voice and data
communications. The 3GPP Group SA1 (Services and System Aspects) recently published a
feasibility study and began development on proposed standards supporting the interworking of
3GPP systems with WLAN systems. Section 2.4.3 presents the work in this standardization
effort.
Providing seamless, transparent data services to the applications running on mobile devices
is one of the key issues with integrating these two technologies—an alternative approach for
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doing this is Mobile IP. Section 2.4.4 presents the important work in this area, discusses how
this approach differs and how it can be used to complement this research.
Recently, Lucent Technologies released a press release highlighting that they had
successfully demonstrated seamless roaming between a WLAN network and a 3G UMTS
wireless network with no interruption in service. This is important because it reinforces the
services providers desire to integrate WLAN access into their existing infrastructure. Section
2.4.5 presents the approach used in this experimental test based on the details in the press
release.
2.4.1 Vriendt et. al.
Vriendt et. al. was one of the first group of researchers to identify that WLAN could be a
complementary technology to the 3G wireless system, rather than a competitor. In [2], the
authors present an overview of the evolution in the mobile communications. Specifically, the
authors give an overview of the different radio technologies and their evolution, the evolution of
the network architecture toward all-IP networks, and the interworking of different wireless
access technologies. They conclude that WLAN should not be viewed as a replacement for
mobile networks but rather as a complement to the wide area 3G network and that offering close
interworking would ensure proper delivery of services according to the most appropriate
available access network.
The authors discuss the goals of 3G to provide more capacity, new frequencies and higher
bit rates with a single global future wireless architecture and how the 3GPP is attempting to
accomplish that goal. The article gives a thorough coverage of the evolution of GSM, to include
GPRS, how it will become UMTS, and ultimately evolve into an all-IP backbone network.
The authors introduce the idea of a seamless network architecture and define three
different network layers as: the cellular layer, the hot spot layer and the personal network layer.
They also identify the requirement for a new media access layer that will connect the three
access networks to ensure transparent delivery of services across this architecture.
Finally, Vriendt et. al. present a taxonomy for classifying two approaches for
interconnecting WLAN and UMTS networks. The taxonomy defines the two approaches as: a
tight coupling scheme and a loose coupling scheme. The tight coupling scheme would offer a
seamless handover and the same level of security in WLAN and UMTS. This approach would
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require a simplified interface for interconnection of the WLAN network to the UMTS core
network. The loosely coupled scheme would integrate the two systems at the IP layer and would
rely on the IP protocols to handle mobility and roaming between the access networks.
The design approach presented in this research uses the tight coupling scheme. While
there are strong arguments for both the tight and loose couple scheme, this author chose the tight
coupling scheme in order create a baseline simulation framework to study the interworking of
WLAN and UMTS. The simulation framework presented in this research was designed with an
open architecture in mind so that future investigators using it will be able to easily modify the
models in order to investigate the loosely coupled scheme.

2.4.2 Ransbottom et. al.
Ransbottom et. al were one of the first group of researchers to identify the need for a
simulation framework for studying the issues and tradeoffs with interworking WLAN and
UMTS. In [12], the authors present their first attempts at creating a simulation framework to
meet this need as well as present some very insightful questions that, in this author’s opinion, are
the tough questions that must be answered before a wireless service provider will be able to
successfully deploy a production system.
Ransbottom et. al. identify the design space and range of options for how to interwork
UMTS and WLAN. They identify the design space questions as: Where to interconnect the two
systems? How tightly to couple the two systems? What protocols are necessary to facilitate the
communication between the two systems? How will these protocols handle: Signaling? Billing?
Security? QoS? Mobility, Hand-off, and Roaming?
The authors explore one specific approach in order to demonstrate that the WLAN can be
used to provide enhanced data services, while the limited cellular capacity can be conserved and
be available to support the cellular subscriber voice communications.
Their specific approach attempted a hybrid of the taxonomy presented by Vriendt et. al. in
[2]. Their design tightly coupled the control plane in order to pass signaling messages with the
UMTS system, and loosely coupled the data plane in order to pass data traffic using the IP
backbone. The authors were able to successfully implement the control plane logic, but were
unable to accomplish the data plane implementation because of IP routing issues. Their
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implementation tightly integrated the WLAN AP control plane at the SGSN. The authors
conclude that WLAN is a useful enhancement to the mobile wireless systems, rather than a
competitor.
Ransbottom’s OPNET™ simulation framework explores the UMTS-WLAN system tightly
integrated at the SGSN. Their approach was to couple the two systems in the UE by integrating
their respective radio protocol stacks at the IP layer. They augmented the UE by adding the
WLAN radio stack and the necessary control logic to the GMM in order to configure the desired
operating mode based on the availability of a WLAN AP. Their UE is able to operate in two
modes (UMTS only and UMTS-WLAN). In the pure UMTS mode, the UE uses the UMTS
radio stack for both signaling and data traffic. In the UMTS-WLAN mode, the UE uses the
UMTS radio stack for signaling messages and the WLAN radio stack for data traffic.
Their WLAN AP was enhanced by adding an ATM-based signaling channel to provide
connectivity to the Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) in the core network. They also added
an access control process to the WLAN AP to maintain the additional state required to support
authentication and authorization into the UMTS network. This process used the signaling
channel to send messages between the UE and the SGSN. The information from the GMM
Attach process messages were used to create an access control data structure to provide the
WLAN AP with the ability to look at a packet and based on its WLAN MAC address either
support or deny access to the network resources.
As stated earlier, while their simulation framework did not successfully implement the data
plane functionality and allow the UE to pass data traffic as desired, Ransbottom’s et. al. research
into modeling the interworking of WLAN and UMTS was the motivation behind and served as a
launch point for the framework presented in this research.

2.4.3 3GPP WLAN Interworking Standardization Efforts
The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) is one of the primary standards bodies
developing the standards for 3G mobile cellular systems. Much of their work focuses on
addressing the convergence of voice and data communications. One of the 3GPP stated goals is
to support data rates of up to 2Mbps in the indoor environment [1]. This requirement is stated
for the 3GPP system, and is not based upon the integration of WLAN.
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The 3GPP recognizes that mobile systems are still quite limited in their ability to provide
quality coverage inside buildings. They also recognize the ability for mobile systems to provide
quality coverage in “hotspots” would increase the potential for mobile systems to compete
directly with infrastructure-based communications systems and that WLAN technologies are
currently capable of providing this coverage. For these reasons, the 3GPP group SA1 (Services
and System Aspects) has published a feasibility study and begun development of proposed
standards supporting the interworking of 3GPP systems with WLAN systems [2]. The study
identifies six scenarios with the potential to integrate the two systems.
In [15], the 3GPP SA1, presents their current work on defining standards for the
integration of 3G and WLAN systems. The most significant result of their current work is an
initial definition of potential levels of interworking requirements for 3GPP and WLAN systems.
Table 2-1 presents the 6 scenarios, as stated in [15]. The scenarios range in interworking
from two completely disparate systems connected only through offline billing and support
services and subsequently progress to a completely seamless integration of the two systems.
There is very limited information presented beyond the basic taxonomy for any of the scenarios
with the exception of Scenario 2. Scenario 2 defines interworking to consist of sharing the 3GPP
provided mechanisms for access control (authentication and authorization) and for the charging
or billing functionality.
Table 2-1 3GPP Scenarios for Interworking WLAN
Scenarios: Scenario 1:
Common Billing
and Customer
Service and operational
Care
Capabilities:
Common billing
Common customer care
3GPP system based Access
Control
3GPP based Access
Charging
Access to 3GPP system PS
based services from WLAN
Service Continuity
Seamless Service Continuity
Access to 3GPP system CS
based services with
seamless mobility

X
X

Scenario 2:
3GPP system
based Access
Control and
Charging

Scenario 3:
Access to 3GPP
system PS based
services

Scenario 4:
Scenario 5:
Scenario 6:
Service continuity Seamless services Access to 3GPP
system CS based
services

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

The simulation framework presented in this research effort aims to implement the
functionality of Scenario 2.
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2.4.4 Mobile IP
Providing seamless, transparent data services to the applications running on mobile devices
is one of the key issues with integrating WLAN into 3G. Mobile IP is a proposed standard
protocol that builds on the Internet Protocol by making mobility transparent to applications and
higher level protocols like TCP. Perkins’, “Mobile IP,” [16] is the seminal paper for this body of
research.
This article describes some of the technical obstacles that must be overcome before mobile
networking can become widespread. The author says that the most fundamental technical issue
is the way that IP routes packets to their destination according to IP address. The main problem
being that IP addresses are associated with a fixed network location. When a packet’s
destination is a mobile node then, as the mobile moves, each new point of attachment is
associated with a new network number and, hence, a new IP address, making transparent
mobility impossible.
The author presents, Mobile IP (RFC 2002[17]), a standard proposed by a IETF working
group, that was designed to solve this problem by allowing the mobile node to use two IP
addresses: a fixed home address and a care-of address that changes at each new point of
attachment. Perkins explains Mobile IP in moderate detail.
In Mobile IP, the home address is static and is used to identify TCP connections. The careof address changes at each new point of attachment and is the mobile node’s network location
significant address; it indicates the network number and thus identifies the mobile node’s point
of attachment with respect to the network location. The home address makes it appear that the
mobile node is always attached to its home network. Mobile IP requires the existence of two
additional network nodes, known as the home agent and foreign agent. Whenever the mobile
node is not attached to its home network, the home agent forwards all of its packets to its current
point of attachment, termed a foreign network. A foreign agent acts on behalf of the mobile
nodes at the foreign network. Whenever the mobile node moves, its new foreign agent registers
its new care-of address with its home agent. To get a packet to a mobile node from its home
network, the home agent delivers the packet from the home network to the care-of address, using
IP tunneling shown in Figure 2-21 [18].
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Figure 2-21 Mobile IP Tunneling

The home agent constructs a new IP header that contains the mobile node’s care-of address
as the destination IP address. This new header then encapsulates the original packet, causing the
mobile node’s home address to have no effect on the encapsulated packet’s routing until it
arrives at the care-of address. It new header is stripped off revealing the original packet, that is
forward to the mobile node.
In the IEEE Communications Magazine, 50th Anniversary Commemorative Issue [19],
Perkins gives an author’s introduction, “Mobile IP—Updated,” to his original article [16] that
was being recognized as one of the Ten Landmark Articles for the previous decade. Perkins
highlights the successes and the existing shortcomings of Mobile IP for both Mobile IPv4 and
IPv6 [20]. The author highlights the existing shortcomings as: routing efficiencies caused by
triangle routing; security issues caused by Mobile IP traffic being blocked by firewalls; egress
router filtering issues that caused IP packets without a source address of an internal network to
be blocked by border routers; and a slow growth in the WLAN market that he does not provide a
reason for. The existing work on Mobile IPv6 is focused on solutions to all of these problems.
The problem with IPv6 is that it is having difficulties spreading with a highly deployed IPv4
infrastructure in place.
The design approach presented in Chapter 3 does not require Mobile IP in order to make
mobility transparent to applications and higher layer protocols. It uses the PDP context address
functionality for the UMTS GPRS in order to provide this transparent data service. In the future,
as UMTS transitions to an all IP framework, Mobile IP will certainly be key protocol to allow
this transition to happen. The simulation framework presented in this research was designed
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with an open architecture so that future investigators will be able to easily modify the models in
order to incorporate Mobile IP and allow seamless data transfer over an all IP backbone.
2.4.5 Lucent Technologies Press Release
Recently, a press release from Lucent Technologies stated that they had successfully
demonstrated seamless roaming between a WLAN network and a 3G UMTS wireless network
with no interruption in service. This was important because it reinforced that services providers
desire to integrate WLAN as an alternate radio access network for their existing infrastructure.
In [21], Lucent highlights the equipment used in the experiment as: Lucent’s 3G UMTS
network equipment, and a laptop PC equipped with a UMTS test mobile phone, a Proxim
ORINOCO® 802.11 WLAN card and ipUnplugged’s Roaming Gateway client/server software.
The press release boasts that users were able to initiate a secure Internet session on an 802.11
WLAN or a 3G UMTS network, and maintain it while moving from one network to the other.
The experiment used a Mobile IP implementation to enable the seamless data transfer
during the handoffs between the two technologies. Bell Labs’ ipUnplugged’s Roaming Gateway
client/server software architecture places the Mobile IP foreign agent on the mobile device itself
in order to maintain seamless TCP/IP connections during handoff.
As stated in the press realease [21], “This demonstration further underscores Lucent’s
commitment to accelerating the commercial introduction of UMTS technology…This 3G and
WLAN seamless roaming capability is an integral element of Lucent’s recently introduced
portfolio of end-to-end wireless data solutions that will allow business customers to access
essential applications -- such as e-mail, company databases and internal Web applications -behind corporate firewalls via third-generation (3G) UMTS… [This] will enable mobile
professionals to use their laptop PCs or PDAs to access all the applications they normally use,
with the same level of security and performance they typically enjoy in their office.”
Lucent is one of many equipment manufacturers working on propriety solutions to the
issues discussed in this research effort. As stated earlier, the design approach presented in this
research does not incorporate Mobile IP as does this propriety solution. But, the simulation
framework will allow investigators to easily modify the models in order to incorporate Mobile
IP.
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2.5 Summary
This chapter has presented the basic theoretical background and a review of related
research in the area of WLANs and in data networks in 3G wireless networks. It provided an
introduction to 3G mobile communications and concluded with an overview of the evolution in
the mobile communications. Section 2.2 provided an introduction to UMTS, which included a
detailed description of the UMTS 3GPP standards, specifically in the UMTS PS domain.
Section 2.3 provided an introduction to the WLAN family of protocols. It included a detailed
discussion of the IEEE 802.11 standards, the WLAN system architecture, and the protocol
architecture, specifically focusing on the WLAN medium access control (MAC) layer.
This chapter concluded with the “state of the art” in the technologies supporting the
interworking of the WLAN technology into the 3G wireless systems. In the following chapters,
the design of a network system level model to allow researchers to investigate the issues and
trade-offs for interworking the infrastructure-based WLAN technologies into UMTS is
presented.

Chapter 3 Methodology and Model Design
This chapter presents the methodology used throughout this research and the design of the
simulation model. As discussed in Section 1.1, the purpose of this research effort was to create a
network system level simulation to allow investigators to study the issues and trade-offs for
interworking the infrastructure-based wireless LAN (WLAN) technologies into UMTS. The key
contribution of this research was the WLAN-UMTS simulation environment, specifically the
enhanced user equipment node model (UW) and the 3G-aware WLAN AP (UWLAN_AP). The
techniques for interworking these two technologies are described in Sections 3.9.3 and 3.9.4.
Selecting an appropriate, proven methodology is a critical step in any research endeavor.
Resource constraints were prohibitive for implementing and testing the interworking of WLAN
and UMTS in prototype 3G wireless equipment. Therefore, a simulation model was designed as
the primary goal of this research. The simulation model was developed using the commercial
discrete simulation package OPNET Modeler™ 9.0. The sections in this chapter describe the
simulation model developed for this research effort. Jain presents a ten-step method of
systematic performance evaluation, which is well suited for evaluating the performance of a
communications system through simulation [22]. This method was used to create the WLANUMTS simulation environment.
1. State goals and define the system
2. List services and outcomes
3. Select metrics
4. List parameters
5. Select factors to study
6. Select evaluation technique
7. Select workload
8. Design experiments
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9. Analyze and interpret data
10. Present results

3.1 System Definition and Assumptions
The purpose of this research was to develop a network system level simulation (shown in
Figure 3-1) to allow investigators to study the effects of interworking WLAN and UMTS. The
research problem was defined in Section 1.1. OPNET Modeler™ was chosen as the simulation
environment for its flexibility and extensive model library sets. The author created user-defined
models as well as modified and augmented the existing models in order to develop the WLANUMTS simulation environment. This research effort leveraged the existing OPNET™ model
libraries, specifically the UMTS and the 802.11b WLAN model sets. Several assumptions were
necessary to limit the scope of the problem. The intent of these limiting assumptions was to keep
the simulation complexity manageable, while still meeting the research goals. This section
describes assumptions made in modeling both the UMTS and WLAN data networks, as well as
the interworking of these two technologies.

Figure 3-1 WLAN-UMTS Network System Level Simulation
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3.1.1 UMTS Model Assumptions
The UMTS-WLAN simulation environment designed in the research leveraged the
OPNET™ UMTS model set. The following sections describe the assumptions of this model set.
Packet Switch Domain

The OPNET™ UMTS simulation environment models the packet domain of the 3GPP
Release 1999 UMTS standard. The voice, circuit switched (CS) domain is not explicitly
modeled. The focus of this research is the interworking of WLAN to provide data services;
therefore, the CS domain is not required.
The main system components of the UMTS packet domain architecture, described in detail
in Section 2.2.1, are modeled as the following OPNET™ nodes: the user equipment (UE), the
Node-B, the Radio Network Controller (RNC) and the core network (CN).
The UE node models the full TCP/IP stack with both data/multimedia application models
and hi-fidelity TCP/IP layer models, the GMM/SM layer, the RLC/MAC layer, and the
physical/air-interface layer. The GMM/SM layer handles both mobility management and session
management. The RLC/MAC layer models the three transport modes, the four transport
channels, and the segmentation and reassembly of higher layer data discussed in Section 2.2.4.
The Node-B models the radio interface (physical/air-interface) with the UE, the radio link
management functionality, and the ATM interface layer that provides connectivity to the RNC.
The RNC models the RLC/MAC layer protocol interaction with the UE, handles both UE
admission control and radio bearer (RB) assignment, and provides the ATM interfaces to the
Node-B and SGSN.
The CN models the GMM/SM layer protocol interaction with the UE, handles GPRS
attach, PDP context activation, and Service requests, and provides both an IP interface to the
Internet and ATM interfaces to multiple RNCs. It models the CN functionality in the SGSN.
The GGSN as well as the tunneling between the SGSN and GSGN are not explicitly modeled.
The IP gateway functionality is modeled with an IP router stack connected to the SGSN.
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GPRS Mobility Management / Session Management

With the exception of the GPRS attach procedure, the UE synchronization that occurs
when a user powers-on is not modeled. The PS (packet-switched) signaling connection is not
modeled explicitly. The model assumes that a RRC Connection Setup procedure occurs when a
user powers-on and thus a PS signaling connection is established. This connection is maintained
for the entire simulation. The GPRS detach procedure is not modeled—a UE will remain
attached for the entire simulation [23].
Upon receipt of PDUs, the UE or network activates a PDP context if one is not already
activated. The PDP context activation includes the requested QoS profile associated with its
class of traffic. Once activated, a PDP context remains active for the remainder of the
simulation. Multiple PDP contexts per QoS, and the PDP context deactivation and reactivation
procedures are not modeled. Only one PDP context for each QoS is modeled. The PDP context
is not deactivated and is reused for subsequent data traffic associated with the QoS. The Service
Request procedure is used to establish a RAB for a PDP that is active.

Radio Resource Management

Both the RAB Setup and Release procedures are modeled. As stated above, the model
assumes that a PS signaling connection is already established for the PDP context activation
procedure. RABs are set up by the network and are later released, after being idle for a period of
time. The model does not support QoS negotiation; the SGSN model either grants the UEs
requested QoS in its entirety or rejects the request.

UMTS Air Interface

The WCDMA air interface for the FDD mode only is modeled. OPNET’s Wireless™
module includes 13 pipeline stages to model radio interfaces. The UMTS model set developers
modified the following pipeline stages to model specific WCDMA air interface behavior:
received power, background noise, interference noise, bit error rate. The packet dropping
probability is based on curves obtained from another set of simulations of the WCDMA air
interface. This simulation was accurate to the waveform level [23].
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3.1.2 WLAN Model Assumptions
The UMTS-WLAN simulation environment designed in the research leveraged the
OPNET™ WLAN model set. The OPNET™ WLAN simulation environment models the
WLAN MAC and PHY specifications of the IEEE 802.11b Release 1999 standard. The
following sections describe the assumptions of this model set.
The main system components of the WLAN infrastructure-based network architecture,
described in detail in Section 2.3.1, are modeled as the following OPNET™ nodes: station,
WLAN AP (access point).
The Station models the full TCP/IP stack with application models and hi-fidelity TCP/IP
layer models, the WLAN MAC layer, and the physical/air-interface layer. The WLAN AP
models an IP routing stack, the WLAN MAC layer, the WLAN physical/air-interface layer and
an Ethernet MAC and physical layer. The OPNET™ 802.11 model provides a complete
representation of the MAC layer protocol, but much of the PHY is abstracted.

Medium Access Control

The WLAN MAC supports the three access mechanisms, described in Section 2.3.3: DCF,
RTS/CTS, and PCF. The interframe spacings (IFS) and binary exponential backoff are modified
based on the selection of the physical layer. The frame exchange sequence is modeled in
accordance with the standard requiring a data and acknowledgement exchange to ensure the
reliability of data transfer. The model supports data rates of 1, 2, 5.5, and 11 Mbps.
The WLAN MAC model provides tunable attributes based on the physical layer impacts
on the MAC protocols.
WLAN Air Interface

The WLAN air interface is not explicitly modeled. It is modeled with the 13 pipeline
stages of the OPNET’s Wireless™ module. The WLAN model set developers modified the
following pipeline stages to model the specific WLAN air interface behavior: radio receiver,
channel match, propagation delay, and error correction stages.
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3.1.3 WLAN-UMTS Interworking Assumptions
Coupling Scheme

Using the coupling taxonomy defined in [2], the design approach presented in this research
used the tight coupling scheme. The WLAN-UMTS system was tightly coupled at the RNC
using the WLAN technology as an alternate radio access technology for “hot spots.” The
physical layer radio interface and the transport network layer protocols of the RNC were
replaced with WLAN MAC and PHY, while the system network and radio network layer
protocols remained with little modification. This provided a simplified interface for
interworking the WLAN network with the UMTS core network.
The design decision to use the tight coupling scheme was made for two reasons. First, the
author considers the loosely coupled scheme to be a “solved problem” by Lucent Technologies,
Inc., as stated [21]. Second, the loosely coupled scheme would integrate the two systems at the
IP layer and would rely on the IP protocols, specifically Mobile IP, to handle mobility and
roaming between the access networks. This was beyond the scope of this research.
The tightly coupled design leveraged the mobility management features of UMTS and
therefore, did require a Mobile IP implementation to handle mobility and roaming. The design
using the tight coupling scheme created a controlled, baseline simulation framework to study the
interworking of WLAN and UMTS. This simulation framework was designed to allow future
investigators to easily modify the models in order to investigate the loosely coupled scheme.
Technology Generation Independence

The simulation model was designed using the 3GPP UMTS Release 1999 as the
representative cellular phone technology and the IEEE 802.11b Release 1999 as the
representative WLAN technology. The model was designed so that as future technologies are
released, the effect of these technologies can be studied with minimal modifications to the
current design.
Mobility and Handoff

The simulation does not model UW mobility or call handoff between the UWLAN_AP and
the UMTS system. Modeling call handoff for IP data users between the two technologies would
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require extensive modifications to TCP in order to “throttle back” the transmission rate in order
to facilitate handoff from WLAN to UMTS. These modifications would enhance the model, but
were not within the scope of this research. The intent of the open architecture design of this
simulation model was to allow future investigators to modify the current model set in order to
study interworking affects like this.

3.2 System Services and Outcomes
The WLAN-UMTS simulation environment will allow an investigator to study the
protocol effects and evaluate the overall system performance for an interworked WLAN-UMTS
system. The specific statistics and effects that can be studied with this simulation environment
are the control plane signaling protocol interaction, the UMTS dedicated channels (DCH)
utilization, and application response time for a variety of application traffic.
As with the 3GPP UMTS standards, the WLAN-UMTS model separates the user and
control planes, so that protocol enhancements and interactions can be studied for both data and
signaling messages independently. The model was designed so that it can be extended to allow
investigators to study the protocol effects of virtually any component or system service.

3.3 Performance Metrics
The WLAN-UMTS system was evaluated based upon protocol interaction, dedicated
channel utilization (DCH), data session set-up delay, and application response time (FTP
download response time and Web page response time). These performance metrics were defined
as follows:
3.3.1 Protocol Interaction
Protocol interaction was defined as the control plane signaling messages required to
complete a system level control transaction (i.e., GPRS Attach). The protocol interaction was
expressed as a sequence of signaling messages between system nodes required to complete a
transaction. The protocol interaction metric was used in the model verification process to ensure
that the simulation accurately modeled the 3GPP UMTS and IEEE 802.11 WLAN protocol
standards.
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3.3.2 DCH Utilization
DCH utilization was defined as the number of active UMTS dedicated channels. DCH
utilization was measured in number of channels, and a smaller value was considered better.
The DCH utilization was used to demonstrate how the proposed interworked WLANUMTS system allows the conservation of the limited UMTS cellular capacity.
3.3.3 Data Session Set-up Delay
Data session set-up delay was defined as the time between a client requesting an
application service to the time when the first response packet was received. The data session setup delay was measured in seconds, and a smaller value was considered better. The data session
set-up delay included the time to establish a TCP connection, a PDP context, a Radio Access
Bearer and process a Service Request as applicable. The data session set-up delay was used to
demonstrate how the WLAN-UMTS system differed from the existing WLAN system,
specifically it demonstrated the additional connection set-up delay as a result of the UMTS
signaling procedures.
3.3.4 Application Response Time
FTP and Web application response times were chosen because they belong to two different
UMTS QoS profiles. Both response times were measured in seconds, and a smaller value was
considered better.
FTP download response time was defined as the time that elapses between a client sending
a “get” request and receiving the entire file. It was measured from the time a client application
sent a request to the server to the time it received the file. The FTP download response time
included the time required to transmit the entire file—it was dependent on the file size. This
time included the signaling delay for connection setup. As described in Section 3.8, FTP
download response time was used to demonstrate how the WLAN-UMTS system differs from
the existing UMTS and WLAN systems. It was also used to show how the WLAN-UMTS
system performs over a range of normal operating conditions.
Web page response time was defined as the time required to retrieve an entire HTML page
with all of its inline objects. Similar to the FTP response time, the web page response time was
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measured from the time a client browser application sent the request to the web server and ends
when the client received the entire HTML page.
Both application delay performance measures were used to demonstrate the benefit of
shifting data users to the WLAN access network in terms of reduced application delays. These
performance measures were also used to demonstrate the capabilities of the interworked WLANUMTS system over a range of normal operating conditions.

3.4 Simulation Parameters
Inputs to the simulation model that were not varied during different simulation runs are
termed simulation parameters. The values selected for these parameters affected how accurately
the simulation modeled the actual system. The simulation parameters are given in Table 3-1, and
are discussed below.
Table 3-1 Simulation Parameters

Simulation Parameters
WLAN PCF Functionality
WLAN Access Point Functionality
WLAN Physical Layer Characteristics
WLAN Data Rate
Beacon Interval
CFP Interval (sec)
CFP Beacon Multiple
UMTS Cell State

Values
Enabled
Enabled
Direct Sequence
11 Mbps
0.02
0.018
1
DCH

3.4.1 WLAN PCF Functionality
The simulation was run with the WLAN PCF functionality enabled. This value specified
whether the Point Coordination Function was enabled for the WLAN MAC. When enabled for
the WLAN AP, its MAC acted as the point coordinator for the BSS. The WLAN AP polled
client nodes with the WLAN PCF functionality enabled during the CFP.
3.4.2 WLAN Access Point Functionality
The simulation was run with the WLAN Access Point functionality enabled for the
UWLAN_AP and disabled for all UWs. This attribute was used to assign the WLAN MAC
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within the UWLAN_AP as the access point of its BSS. BSSs that deploy PCF (Point
Coordination Function) required an access point.
3.4.3 WLAN Physical Layer Characteristics
The simulation was run with the WLAN physical layer characteristics set to Direct
Sequence Spread Spectrum. The value of this attribute determined the physical layer technology
in use. As stated in Section 3.1.2, the WLAN PHY was not modeled explicitly; the WLAN
MAC configured the values of the following parameters as indicated in the IEEE 802.11 WLAN
standard:
a) SIFS time,
b) SLOT time,
c) Minimum and Maximum contention window sizes,
d) and any other parameter value derived from the values of these parameters (like DIFS).
3.4.4 WLAN Data Rate
The simulation was run with the WLAN data rate set to 11 Mbps. This value specified the
data rate that was used by the MAC for the transmission of the data frames via the physical layer.
The WLAN model set supported data rates specified in IEEE 802.11b standards.
3.4.5 CFP and Beacon Intervals
The beacon interval specified the TBTT (Target Beacon Transmission Time) in seconds.
The AP attempted to transmit beacon frames (and subsequently mark the beginning of a CFP for
a CFP beacon multiple of 1) with a period specified by the value of this attribute. As stated in
Section 2.3.6, the actual beginning of a CFP can be slightly off, since the AP may need to wait
for the shared medium to become idle before it can transmit the beacon frame.
The CFP interval specified the maximum duration of the CFP in seconds. The value of the
CFP interval was dependent on the beacon interval and the CFP beacon multiple. Based on these
values, the CFP interval was calculated so that the duration of the CFP was maximized and the
CP minimized. The reason that the duration of the CFP was maximized was that in an
infrastructure BSS (i.e. WLAN “Hot Spots”), most of the client traffic was directed to the
Internet via the AP. Therefore, one of the goals of the system was to maximize throughput
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to/from the AP, and the way to accomplish this was to minimize contention for the WLAN
channel by controlling access as much as possible (i.e. minimize the CP window).
The IEEE 802.11 Standard [13] stated that the maximum CFP interval must be limited to
allow the coexistence between the CP and the CFP (Equation 3-1).

Max _ CFP _ Interval = TBTT − Min _ CP _ Dur

(Eqn 3-1)

The TBTT was defined in Equation 3-2.
TBTT = Beacon _ Interval * CFP _ Beacon _ Mulitiple

(Eqn 3-2)

The minimum CP duration required sufficient time to send at least one data frame and
receive a positive ACK. To send a data frame during the CP, a station must wait a period of a
DCF interframe spacing (DIFS) to sense if the medium is idle. If idle, station A will transmit the
data frame to station B. After receiving the entire data frame, station B will wait a period of a
short interframe spacing (SIFS) and then transmit a positive ACK. Equation 3-3 defines this
relationship for the minimum CP duration.
Min _ CP _ Dur = DIFS + Data + SIFS + ACK

(Eqn 3-3)

Using the parameter values specified in Table 3-1, the optimal CFP Interval was calculated
to be 0.018 seconds.
3.4.6 UMTS Cell State

The simulation was run with the UEs and UWs in the UMTS DCH cell state. This value
indicated that all UMTS uplink and downlink traffic was sent on dedicated channels (DCH).

3.5 Simulation Factors
Inputs to the simulation that are varied during different simulation runs are termed
simulation factors. The simulation was run with different combinations of these factors as
described in Section 3.8. The simulation factors are summarized in Table 3-2 and discussed
below.
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Table 3-2 Simulation Factors

Simulation Factor
Application Profile/Traffic Model
FTP File Size
Client Access Mode
Number of Clients

Values
Wireless Client Light and FTP Fixed File Size
1 – 100 Mbytes
UMTS, WLAN
1, 2, 10, 18, 20, 25, 28 and 30

3.5.1 Application Profile

The simulation was run using the application profiles “Wireless Client Light,” “Wireless
Client Heavy” and “FTP Fixed File Size” as specified in Section 3.7, Traffic Models. This value
specified the names of the application profile that were enabled for a UW.
Each application profile was defined in the profile configuration object at the OPNET™
network level. An application profile described user behavior in terms of what applications were
being used and the amount of traffic each application generated. More than one profile can be
configured for a particular client.
3.5.2 FTP File Size

The simulation was run varying the FTP file size from 1 to 100 MBytes. The combination
of the Application Profile, FTP file size, number of clients, and their corresponding client access
mode determined the traffic loads for both the WLAN channel and the UMTS DCH channels.
These combinations were varied in order to exercise the model to demonstrate the system’s
performance over a range of normal operating conditions.
3.5.3 Client Access Mode

The simulation was run with the UW in the UMTS mode and the WLAN mode. This
value was used to determine if the UW used the WLAN or UMTS interface. In the UMTS
mode, the UW functioned as a UMTS UE. In the WLAN mode, the UW used the WLAN
interface to gain access to the UMTS PS services via the UWLAN_AP.
3.5.4 Number of Clients

The simulation was run with 1, 2, 10, 18, 20, 25, 28 and 30 clients. These values
represented the number of clients sharing access to the WLAN channel or sharing UMTS DCH
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channels depending on the Client Access Mode setting. These values were selected because they
represent the number of clients that a typical UMTS cell or WLAN AP is expected to support.
The combination of the application profile, packet size, number of clients, and their
corresponding client access mode setting determined the traffic loads for both the WLAN
channel and the UMTS DCH channels.

3.6 Evaluation Technique
The selection of a particular evaluation technique can significantly impact the outcome of a
performance evaluation. Three possible techniques of performance evaluation are analytic,
simulation, and measurement [22]. These methods differ in terms of accuracy, cost, and required
time. Based upon these factors, simulation was the most appropriate technique for this research
effort. Measurement was easily ruled out as a feasible technique based upon both cost and
required time. Commercial 3G equipment was not yet available, and the development of
prototype 3G hardware was not possible within the financial and time constraints of this project.
Analytic solutions typically offer less accuracy than simulation, but are also less costly and time
consuming. In this case, the cost of simulation was negligible because the hardware and
software required was already on-hand. Therefore, simulation was used to conduct this
performance analysis. Analytical methods were used in the model verification process.

3.7 Traffic Model
The simulation model used the OPNET™ built-in application distribution models. The
built-in OPNET™ application profiles were used to closely simulate traffic generated by a
wireless data user. The application profiles used were the FTP, E-mail, and HTTP profiles.
These profiles, discussed below, were combined and parameterized in order to define the
Wireless Client application profile. The Wireless Client application profile provided a realistic
model of application data traffic, but could not be analyzed with traditional queuing theory.
To facilitate the verification process, the FTP application was parameterized so that a client
requested a single file transfer. This configuration provided a less realistic model of the actual
FTP application data traffic, but could be analyzed using analytical methods and was useful in
verifying correct operation of the model.
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3.7.1 Wireless Client Traffic Model

The Wireless Client traffic model was defined by using the OPNET™ Standard Network
Application models. The Standard Network Application models are a set of models that capture
specific characteristics of the application that they represent. They are defined within the
application configuration object. The built-in standard network applications are implemented in
a two-tier (client-server) architecture, wherein: (1) the client issues a request; and (2) the server
receives the request and returns a response. The request-response exchange, termed a
conversation, represent a sequence of activity between the client and the server within the
context of a given application. The conversations include a pattern of data exchanges that are
defined in a statistical manner to repeat over time [24].
The Wireless Client profile described a wireless data user’s activity over a period of time.
The profile consisted of the standard network applications: FTP, E-mail, and HTTP. The
applications were parameterized in order to create a Wireless Client profile that was
representative of the data traffic generated by a typical wireless data user. These profiles were
used to generate traffic across the network.
3.7.2 File Transfer Protocol (FTP) Application

The standard OPNET™ FTP application allows file transfers between a client and server.
It permits the user to issue two basic commands for transferring a file: “get” and “put.” TCP is
the default transport protocol for this application. The FTP application was parameterized using
the attributes in Table 3-3 [24].
Table 3-3 FTP Application Attributes

Attribute
Command Mix (get/total)
Inter-Request Time (seconds)
File Size (bytes)
Type of Service

Description
Ratio of “get” (downloads) to the total number of commands
Time between subsequent file requests
Average size of a file being transferred
QoS parameter for assigning priority to this application’s traffic

3.7.3 E-mail Application

TCP is the default transport protocol used in the standard OPNET™ E-mail application.
SMTP (Simple Mail Transport Protocol) and POP (Post Office Protocol), which usually uses
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TCP as the underlying transport protocol are not explicitly modeled. Email is modeled as a
single TCP connection between the client and the server, and the data is transferred based on the
configured send and receive attributes. The message transfer is modeled between the client and
the server, not from a client to another client. The Email application was parameterized using
the attributes in Table 3-4 [24].
Table 3-4 E-mail Application Attributes

Attribute
Send Interarrival Time (sec)
Send Group Size
Rcv Interarrival Time (sec)
Receive Group Size
Email Size (bytes)
Type of Service

Description
Time between emails sent from the client to the server
Number of email messages grouped before transmission
Time between emails rcv’d at the client from the server
Number of email messages grouped before reception
Average size of an email message
QoS parameter for assigning priority to this application’s traffic

3.7.4 HTTP (Web) Application

The HTTP application models web browsing. The user downloads a page from a server.
The page contains text and graphics (termed inline objects). TCP is the default transport
protocol. Each HTTP page request may result in opening multiple TCP connections for
transferring the contents of the inline objects embedded in the page. The Web application was
parameterized using the attributes in Table 3-5 [24].
Table 3-5 HTTP (Web) Application Attributes

Attribute
HTTP Specification
Max Connections
Max idle period
Pipeline Buffer Size(requests)

Page Interarrival Time (sec)
Page PropertiesObject Size (bytes/object)
Num Objects (Object/page)
Server SelectionInitial Repeat Probability
Pages per Server
Type of Service

Description
HTTP Version
Max number of simultaneous connections
Max idle time before a connection is torn down
Number of HTTP request that can be buffered together into a
single application message
Time between subsequent pages that a user browses

Average size of an object,
Number of objects per page
Probability that the user will request the next page from the
same server
Number of pages accessed consecutively on the same server
QoS parameter for assigning priority to this application’s traffic
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3.8 Simulation Scenarios
The simulation was run under three different scenarios termed Existing WLAN vs
WLAN-UMTS Scenario, Existing UMTS vs WLAN-UMTS Scenario, and Mixed Client Access
WLAN—UMTS Scenario. The primary difference between these scenarios was the access
network used. All three scenarios varied the simulation factors discussed in Section 3.5 and the
traffic models discussed in Section 3.7 in order to vary the network traffic loads. The
performance metrics defined in Section 3.3 were used to measure performance in each scenario.
3.8.1 Existing WLAN vs WLAN-UMTS Scenario

The Existing WLAN vs WLAN-UMTS scenario simulated a single wireless client data
user running the FTP application. The purpose of this scenario was to demonstrate how the
existing WLAN differs from the proposed interworked WLAN-UMTS system. Both systems
were evaluated in terms of data session set-up time and application response time. The FTP file
size was varied in order to systematically vary the network traffic load.
The existing WLAN system simulated a single WLAN client accessing the network using
a WLAN access point (AP). The WLAN-UMTS system simulated a single UW in the WLAN
Client Access Mode accessing the network via the UWLAN_AP.
The data session set-up time was chosen as a performance measure because it
demonstrated the additional set-up delay that a UW encountered as a result of the UMTS
signaling procedures. The FTP download response time was chosen as a performance measure
in this scenario because it demonstrated how WLAN-UMTS system differs from the existing
WLAN systems in terms of application response time. Specifically, it demonstrated the
accumulative application delay for large file transfers as a result of the PDP header overhead.
3.8.2 Existing UMTS vs WLAN-UMTS Scenario

The Existing UMTS vs WLAN-UMTS scenario simulated a number of wireless client data
users running a mix of client applications. The purpose of this scenario was to demonstrate how
the existing UMTS system differs from the proposed interworked WLAN-UMTS system. Both
systems were evaluated in terms of their DCH utilization and application response time.
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The existing UMTS system simulated a number (1, 2, 4, 6,…, 18, 20) of UEs accessing the
network using UMTS dedication channels (DCH). The WLAN-UMTS system simulated a
number of UWs accessing the UMTS network via the UWLAN_AP.
The DCH utilization was measured for both systems with 20 clients running the Wireless
Client application profile. The DCH utilization was chosen as a performance measure because it
demonstrated how the proposed interworked WLAN-UMTS system differs from the existing
UMTS system in terms cellular capacity utilization.
The FTP download response time was measured for both systems for a single user running
the FTP application. The FTP file size was varied in order to systematically vary the network
traffic load. The FTP download response time was chosen as a performance measure in this
scenario because it demonstrated how the WLAN-UMTS system differs from the existing UMTS
system in terms of application response time. Specifically, it demonstrated the significant
differences in application response times for even relatively small file sizes.
3.8.3 Mixed Client Access WLAN—UMTS Scenario

The Mixed Client Access WLAN-UMTS scenario simulated twenty UWs running a
UMTS parameterized Wireless Client application profile. The UWs accessed the UMTS data
services via both the UWLAN-AP and the UMTS access network. The purpose of this scenario
was to exercise the interworked WLAN-UMTS system over a range of normal operating
conditions in order to demonstrate system capabilities. The clients access modes were varied
from 20 WLAN and 0 UMTS to 0 WLAN and 20 UMTS varying the client access mode by 2
each simulation run. The DCH utilization and application response time for both FTP and HTTP
traffic were collected.
Varying the client access mode had the result of systematically varying the network traffic
load for both the UWLAN_AP and the UMTS access networks. The results of this scenario
were analyzed in terms of DCH utilization, FTP and HTTP application response time.
The DCH utilization was chosen as a performance measure because it demonstrated how
the proposed interworked WLAN-UMTS system allows wireless data users to be shifted to the
WLAN access network so that cellular capacity is conserved and available to support cellular
voice subscribers.
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Both the HTTP and FTP application response times were chosen as a performance
measures because they both belong to a different QoS profiles. This allowed me to analyze the
effect of varying the network traffic load in terms of application response time.

3.9 Simulation Design
The simulation was designed in OPNET Modeler™ 9.0 using a top-down design approach.
Modeler™ uses a hierarchical structure of network scenarios, nodes and processes. The top level
of the simulation graphically depicted the network containing the Enhanced WLAN Access Point
(termed UWLAN_AP), the Enhanced User Equipment (termed UW), the Core Node (CN), the
Radio Network Controller (RNC), the Node Base Station (Node-B), the UMTS User Equipment
(UE), and the Application server. The UWLAN_AP and UW were designed at the node level
using both built-in OPNET™ processes and user-defined processes. User defined processes,
UWLAN_AP Controller and UW_MAC_IF_Control, were defined at the process level using
state diagrams. The simulation actions in each state of the user-defined processes were defined
with a combination of C code and built-in OPNET functions. This section presents an overview
of the simulation design at the network, node, and process levels.
The WLAN-UMTS system was designed in accordance with the second scenario as
defined by the 3GPP Feasibility Study for Interworking WLAN into 3G Wireless Systems [15].
This design leveraged the resources of the OPNET™ UMTS specialized model set as the
representative 3G cellular system [7] and 802.11b model set as the representative WLAN
system.
The design created an enhanced UE (termed UW-discussed in detail in Section 3.9.4).
The UW was augmented with the capability to selectively gain network access through either a
UMTS Node-B or through a 3G-aware WLAN network The WLAN network was made 3G
aware by tightly coupling the WLAN access point (AP) at the UMTS Radio Network Controller
(RNC) to create an enhanced WLAN access point (termed UWLAN_AP-discussed in detail in
Section 3.9.2). The UWLAN_AP was augmented with the RNC functionality and the capability
to process UMTS control messages in order to build an access control table to support UMTS
authentication and access control. Together, the UW and UWLAN_AP created a simulation
framework for interworking the WLAN technology into UMTS as an alternate radio access
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network for supporting “hot spots.” This would conceptually be an airport, or office building or
other indoor area with high concentration of wireless data users.
3.9.1 Network Level

The simulation network level, depicted graphically in Figure 3-1, consisted of a number of
UWs with the capability to access the UMTS packet network via either the UWLAN_AP or the
UMTS Node-B depending on their client access mode setting. In the WLAN client access mode,
the UW gains network access through the UWLAN_AP to the CN. In the UMTS client access
mode, the UW gains access through the Node-B to the RNC and CN.
At simulation start up, the network initializes. Once the network is initialized, the UWs
“power on” and perform a GMM_Attach procedure in order to authenticate with the UMTS
network. The GPRS Mobilitiy Management (GMM) Attach procedure, discussed in detail in
Section 2.2.7, is performed to register the UW for the GPRS network services by notifying the
SGSN of its location and to establish a PS signaling connection with the SGSN. The GMM
protocol provides a logical connection between the UW and the CN, specifically the SGSN, for
this procedure to occur. The OPNET™ UMTS model set explicitly models the GMM attach
procedure between the UE and the SGSN. The WLAN AP had to be modified extensively in
order to process the GMM control messages. The modifications are described in detail in
Section 3.9.2.
3.9.2 Enhanced WLAN Access Point Node (UWLAN_AP)

The Enhanced WLAN AP node model, Figure 3-2, consisted of the WLAN medium access
control (MAC) and physical (PHY), a full ATM stack, a UMTS specific ATM interface module,
and a user-defined process module, UWLAN_AP_Control.
The WLAN MAC and PHY are part of the standard model set and provide a detailed
protocol level implementation of the 802.11 standard as discussed in Sections 2.3.3 and 3.1.2.
The ATM stack implements the ATM and AAL5 protocols, specified in [10] and [11],
respectively. The UMTS specialized model set provides a UMTS specific ATM interface that
maps UMTS QoS traffic to ATM QoS. It also manages the virtual circuit between UMTS
components.
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The user-defined UWLAN_AP_Control process module is responsible for interworking
the WLAN infrastructure BSS at the RNC, specifically by controlling RAB (Radio Access
Bearer) and RB (Radio Bearer) installation and teardown. It also provides the UW with a
mechanism for authentication and provides access control into the UMTS network. A detailed
description of the UWLAN_AP_Control process model is given below.

Figure 3-2 Enhanced WLAN AP (UWLAN_AP) Node Model

3.9.3 UWLAN_AP_Control Process Module

The UWLAN_AP_Control process module contains the control logic to interwork WLAN
into the UMTS system as an alternate radio access network. It maintains the additional state
required, in the form of an Access Control Table, for the UWLAN_AP to support access control
(authentication and authorization) in the UMTS system. As a UW performs a GMM Attach, the
UWLAN_AP uses the Modified_GMM_Attach_Request message to build the Access Control
Table. The UWLAN_AP adds a UW entry, Figure 3-3, using the triplet IMSI, Mac_Address,
and M-State. The Access Control Table provides the UWLAN_AP with the ability to look at a
packet and based on it IMSI either support access, or to drop the packet thus denying access.
The Modified_GMM_Attach procedure is discussed in detail in the following section.
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(IMSI, MAC_Address, M_State)
Figure 3-3 UWLAN_AP Access Control Table Entry

This process also implements the PDP_Context_Activation, and RAB_Assignment
procedures shown in and Figure 3-7.
The user-defined process model, UWLAN_AP_Control (Figure 3-4), defines this control
logic as a state diagram. The state diagram contains 3 initialization states and 4 control states.
The function of each state is a follows:
init: This state initializes the state variable associated with the model and registers it as a
process in the model-wide process registry so that statistics can be collected. The two
subsequent initialization states, init2 and wait schedule self interrupts to allow the lower layer
WLAN MAC and ATM PVCs to initial and register with the model-wide process registry. Once
initialized, the state machine waits in the idle state.
idle: This state processes stream interrupts associated with packet arrivals from the

WLAN MAC and ATM interface. It is responsible for determining the UMTS message type
(mt) and the UW’s IMSI associated with the packet. It routes the packet to the From_CN and
From_UW state based on which stream it arrived on.
From_UW: This state performs an Access Control Table lookup based on the source

IMSI to determine if the UW is authorized to transmit UMTS data traffic. It processes data
packets and the signaling messages, Activate_PDP_Request and SM_Service_Request messages
by forwarding them to the CN over the ATM interface. It processes the
Modified_GMM_Attach_Request and RAB_Assignment_Request message by transitioning to
the ADM_CNTL state.
From_CN: This state performs an Access Control Table lookup based on the destination

IMSI to determine if the UW is authorized to receive UMTS data traffic. It processes data
packets and the signaling messages, Activate_PDP_Context_Accept and
SM_Service_Request_Accept messages by forwarding them to the UW over the WLAN
interface. It processes the GMM_Attach_Complete and RAB_Assignment_Request messages by
transitioning to the ADM_CNTL state.
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Figure 3-4 UWLAN_AP Control Process Model

ADM_CNTL: This state contains the bulk of the UWLAN_AP_Control process

functionality. It handles all signaling messages that require an action be taken by the
UWLAN_AP. The ADM_CNTL state builds the Access Control Table that the UWLAN_AP
uses to keep track of the UMTS authorized UWs. It also coordinates RAB setup procedures.
The functions of the ADM_CNTL state can best be explained by walking sequence diagrams
associated with these UMTS signaling procedures.
Modified GMM Attach Procedure

The GMM protocol, which logically operates between the UE and the SGSN, provides the
basic signaling mechanisms for controlling mobility management and authentication into the
UMTS PS domain. The GMM Attach procedure is the signaling required to implement this
protocol. In order for the UWLAN_AP to build the Access Control Table and thus control
access to the UMTS network, the GMM Attach procedure was modified. The sequence diagram
for the Modified GMM Attach procedure is shown in Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-5 Modified GMM Attach Procedure

The GMM Attach process is a 3-way handshake process between the GMM modules in the
UW and the SGSN, where the UW requests access, the SGSN accepts, and the UW
acknowledges. The steps of the Modified GMM Attach procedure and the actions taken by the
key processes are below:
1. The GMM in the UW generates a GMM_Attach_Request.
a. The UW_MAC_IF_Control process in the UW destroys the original request and
generates a Modified_GMM_Attach_Request and forwards it to the UWLAN_AP. The
Modified_GMM_Attach_Request message, Figure 3-6,uses 32 bits of the 144 unused bits
in the original UMTS GMM_Attach_Request to include the WLAN MAC address.
b. The UWLAN_AP_Control process in the UWLAN_AP will add an entry to the Access
Control Table using the triplet (imsi, mac_address, m_state) with a value of M_State =
M_PENDING. In an attempt to limit modifications to the SGSN, the UWLAN_AP will
destroy the Modified_GMM_Attach_Request and generate a standard
GMM_Attach_Request and forward it to the SGSN.
2. The second step in the 3-way handshake process is for the SGSN to verify that the UW is an
authorized user and send a GMM_Attach_Accept message to the UW.
a. The UWLAN_AP will verify the UW’s IMSI and M-State = M_PENDING within the
Access Control table and forward the “accept” message to the UW.
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b. The UW_MAC_IF_Control forwards the GMM_Attach_Accept up the protocol stack
unmodified.
3. To complete the 3-way handshake of the GMM Attach process, the GMM in the UW changes
to the PMM_Connected state, generates a GMM_Attach_Complete message and forwards it to
the SGSN.
a. The UWLAN_AP will once again verify the UW’s IMSI and M_State = M_PENDING;
change the M_State = M_CONNECTED and forward the message to the SGSN. At this
point the UW is authorized into the UMTS network and is allowed to use the UMTS
resources via the WLAN access network.

Figure 3-6 Modified GMM Attach Request Message Format

Modified RAB Assignment Procedures

The PDP Context Activation and Modified RAB Assignment Procedures are shown below
in Figure 3-7. Upon receiving PDUs on a QoS for which the UW does not have an active PDP
Context, the GMM in the UW will request an active PDP Context using the PDP Context
Activation procedure. This procedure is unmodified from the standard, except that the
UWLAN_AP_Control process (see 1a in Figure 3-7) inspects the IMSI and performs an Access
Control Table lookup to ensure that the UW is authorized services. This procedure is discussed
in detail in Section 2.2.7. The modification of the UWLAN_AP inspecting the IMSI and
performing an Access Control Table lookup applies to all packets (both data and signaling);
therefore, for brevity, this modification will not be repeated for every message.
The modifications to the RAB Assignment Request procedure occurs at 2a in Figure 3-7.
The standard RAB Assignment procedure requires the RNC to reserve resources for a Radio
Bearer (RB) between the UE and the Node-B as discussed in Section 2.2.7. The WLAN protocol
does not support resource reservation; therefore, this portion of the procedure is not required. A
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future enhancement to this system could be to modify the WLAN protocol to support channel
reservation.

Figure 3-7 PDP Context Activation and Modified RAB Assignment Procedures

3.9.4 Enhanced User Equipment Node (UW)

The UW model assumes the availability of a software radio system or some comparable
means of switching between two radio stacks based on the setting of the user device.
Conceptually, the UW model augments the UMTS model by adding a WLAN protocol stack to
the UE workstation model while adding the necessary control logic to selectively configure the
desired client access mode. The control logic was implemented in the user-defined process
module, UW_MAC_IF_Control.
The Enhanced User Equipment (UW) node model, Figure 3-8, consists of an application
layer, a full TCP/IP protocol stack, the UMTS GMM with Layer-1 Mobility Management,
RLC/MAC and PHY layers, the WLAN MAC and PHY layers, and the user-defined
UW_MAC_IF_Control process module.
The application process module works in conjunction with the wireless applications and
profiles utilities, shown in the network model (Figure 3-1), to define the application traffic that
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will be applied to the simulation. The standard applications utility module, discussed in detail in
Section, 3.7, defines a set of client-server based application transactions, including Email, Web
browsing (HTTP), and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) traffic. The profiles utility allows the user
to define a mix of applications from the application utility to form a profile that is representative
of a clients application use.
The standard OPNET™ TCP/UDP/IP protocol stack provides a high-fidelity
implementation of the transport and network layers.

Figure 3-8 Enhanced User Equipment (UW) Node Model

The GMM module provides a detailed implementation of the GPRS Mobility
Management/Session Management (GMM/SM) layers of the UMTS control plane, discussed in
detail in Section 2.2.5. The GMM, which logically operates between the UW and the SGSN,
provides the basic signaling mechanisms for controlling mobility management and UW
authentication into the UMTS PS domain. The SM protocol is responsible for establishing and
releasing packet data sessions, called packet data protocol (PDP) contexts within the UMTS
network.
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The RLC/MAC module provides a detailed implementation of the UMTS Reliable Link
Control and Medium Access Control layer, discussed in detail in Section 2.2.6. The RLC
portion of the module supports the transfer of user data in three modes: transparent,
unacknowledged, and acknowledged modes as specified by the protocol in 3G TS 25.322. The
module provides logical link control over the radio interface and can provide several
simultaneous RLC links per UW with each link being identified by it own radio bearer (RB) ID.
The MAC portion of the module implements the radio channel access signaling as specified in
3G TS 25.321. It provides this service as a set of logical channels. It (de)multiplexes protocol
data units (PDUs) from the RLC into transport blocks that are delivered to/from the physical
layer. The PHY portion of the module maps the logical transport channels to the physical
channels to be processed through the Wireless™ module’s 13-stage pipeline air interface model.
The WLAN MAC and PHY were implemented as stated above the UWLAN_AP
discussion, Section 3.9.2.
The user-defined UW_MAC_IF_Control process module is responsible for selectively
switching the radio air interface between the UMTS radio stack and the WLAN radio stack. It
does this by inspecting the model attribute Client Access Mode. When the Client Access Mode
is set to UMTS, the UW_MAC_IF_Control routes packets to the UMTS RLC/MAC layer and
the UW functions as a standard UE.
When the Client Access Mode is set to WLAN, the UW_MAC_IF_Control routes packets
to the WLAN MAC layer and the UW uses WLAN as the radio access network via the
UWLAN_AP. The modification to the GMM_Attach_Request, discussed in Section 3.9.3, is the
only modification to the UMTS signaling.
3.9.5 Core Network (CN)

The following three sections give a brief node model overview of the existing OPNET™
UMTS specialized model set that was leveraged for this research.
The UMTS Core Network (CN) node model, Figure 3-9, consists of the SGSN process
model, eight ATM layer interfaces to provide connectivity to the RNCs and UWLAN_AP, and a
full IP router stack to interface with the Internet at large.
The CN model abstracts the operation of the Serving and Gateway GPRS Support Nodes
(SGSN/GGSN), as well as the authentication center (AuC) and visitor location register (VLR)
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into one node model. The internal interaction between these entities is not simulated. The IP
gateway functionality in the GGSN is modeled as IP routing stack and the SGSN process module
interfaces the IP process module of this IP routing stack. The ATM stacks provide connectivity
to the RNCs and the UWLAN_AP.

Figure 3-9 UMTS Core Network (CN) Node Model

3.9.6 Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) Process Module

The SGSN process module models the two system network protocols in the UMTS control
plane: the GPRS Mobility Management (GMM) and the Session Management (SM) protocols.
The GMM protocol signaling is modeled between the UE and the SGSN with the various
GMM_Attach_* messages to provide the basic signaling mechanisms for mobility management
and authentication functions within UMTS PS domain. The SM protocol signaling is modeled
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between the UE/UW with the various PDP_Activate_* and Service_Request_* messages in order
to establish/release packet data sessions, called packet data protocol (PDP) contexts within the
UMTS network. The SM protocol signaling is modeled between the RNC/UWLAN_AP with
the various RAB_Assignment_* messages in order establish/release Radio Access Bearer (RAB)
assignments between the UE and its SGSN. The RAB assignment process triggers the
establishment of a Radio Bearer (RB), the physical channel between the UE and its serving
Node-B. The RNC functionality was designed into UWLAN_AP in order to leverage these
messages to use the WLAN infrastructure BSS as an alternate radio access network as discussed
in Section 3.9.3.

Figure 3-10 Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) Process Module

3.10 Simulation Verification and Validation
This section describes the methods used to ensure the simulation model was both correctly
implemented and representative of the real system. These two steps were termed model
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verification and model validation [22]. Section 3.10.1 discusses the use of a single FTP file
transfer to input signals to verify correct operation of the simulation. Section 3.10.2 presents the
theoretical analysis that was used to validate the simulation model. The analysis compared
theoretical and simulation results for a single client with the FTP traffic inputs.
3.10.1 Model Verification

Model verification is the process of determining if a simulation model functions correctly.
This includes such tasks as debugging the computer code, testing for logic errors, and testing the
functionality of different modules. As discussed in Section 3.9, the simulation was designed in
OPNET Modeler 9.0 using a top-down, modular approach. This approach simplified the task of
model verification since each module was tested independently.
Each node and process in the simulation was tested to verify that it functioned correctly.
This was accomplished by running short simulations in the OPNET™ ODB (OPNET Simulation
Debugger) mode. The ODB provides an environment where the user can have interactive
control of the simulation in order to investigate its behavior by setting breakpoints and traces to
print out detailed information about events or objects. The user-defined authentication and
access control protocol was verified in detail by creating traces for each of the messages. The
results of these traces can be seen in the appendix. Each of the protocol transactions was verified
by inspecting the proper message flow to ensure that it corresponded with message flow defined
in Section 2.2.7. The user-defined authentication and access control protocol passed the
verification process. The signaling protocol mechanisms of the model functioned in accordance
with the 3GPP standards as designed.
Short simulations were also run to collect statistics at various points in the model to ensure
that the model was functioning properly. The standard OPNET™ processes were tested to
ensure they functioned as described in the software documentation. This required that both the
UMTS and WLAN model sets to be tested.
The UMTS model set was developed jointly by Telcordia and OPNET™ Technologies.
[7], by Demers, is the seminal paper highlighting the capabilities of this model set. The results
from the short verification simulation tests verified the correct operation of the UMTS models
against the results of this paper. The UMTS models passed the verification and validation
process.
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The WLAN model set was verified in the same manner as the UMTS models. Short
simulations were run to verify the correct operation of the various WLAN nodes. The results of
these simulations were compared against the results presented in the OPNET™ Technologies
model documentation [25]. The WLAN models passed the verification and validation process.
3.10.2 Model Validation

Model validation is the process of determining if a simulation model is representative of
the real system. A simulation can be validated using expert intuition, real system measurements,
or theoretical results [22]. Comparing simulation outputs and measurements from a real system
is the most reliable way of validating a simulation model. Real system measurements were not
available in this research since resources were not available for prototype 3G wireless
equipment. Comparing simulation and theoretical results was the primary method used to
validate the simulation model. Theoretical analysis of the system was conducted using FTP
application traffic.
To the validate the PCF data transfer within the WLAN access network, a test was
conducted with one wireless client data user running the FTP application. The system consisted
of a WLAN node operating in an infrastructure BSS. The FTP file size was systematically
increased in order to vary the network traffic load. The FTP download response time was
measured for each increment of the FTP file size and compared with the analytical results in
Figure 3-13.
The block diagram in Figure 3-11 was used to construct the analytical model and
determine all of the delays that an FTP packet will encounter in the system. The following
simplifying assumptions were made in order to make the analytical model tractable.

Figure 3-11 Simplified Analytical Model
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Backside Server Network

The delays on the backside server network would be implementation dependent. The focus
of this analysis was on the access network and not the backside server network; therefore, the
backside network delay was considered to be constant. From 3GPP TR 25.853, the one-way
delay between a 200 km link between the SGSN and the GGSN would be 800µs; therefore, a
total round-trip delay of 2 ms was chosen between the access network and the server.
TCP Setup, Slow-start, and Window Size

The delays from TCP connection setup and the slow-start algorithm were assumed to be
constant. By assuming an infinite TCP window size, the delays from the TCP throttling were
minimized. Ignoring the non-deterministic effects of TCP affected the accuracy of the analytical
model, but this assumption was necessary to make the model tractable.
Node Processing Delay

The node processing delays were considered to be small as compared to the link
transmission delays and the PCF signaling delays. Therefore, the node processing delays were
assumed to be zero.
Number of Packets

The number of packets was calculated by dividing the file size by the maximum segment
size (MSS). The MSS for the access network was assumed to be 1500 bytes.
Num _ Pkts =

File _ size
MSS

(Eqn 3-4)

WLAN CFP Timing and Overhead

The most significant source of delay was from the WLAN CFP Timing and packet
overhead as result of the point coordination function (PCF) protocol. The CFP timing delays
were calculated using Figure 3-12.
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Figure 3-12 CFP Timing and MAC/PHY Overhead

Once all of the CFP timing delays and overhead were accounted for, the wireless link
transmission delay was calculated for a single packet using the packet size divided by the client
goodput. The client goodput referred to the bandwidth the user actually received after all
overheads were accounted for, including the MAC and PHY overheads of Figure 3-12. The
client goodput was calculated by multiplying the raw channel throughput (11 Mbps) times the
ratio of packet payload over the total packet overhead (including timing overhead). The ratio
was normalized for an 11 Mbps channel in terms of seconds.
To simplify the CFP timing overhead calculations, the term data exchange slot was defined
as a complete data exchange including Data + 2 * SIFS + ACK (see Figure 3-12). Using the
PCF parameters from Section 3.4, the CFP Interval included ten data exchange slots. The
Data_Exchange_Slot_Ratio was defined as the ratio of the number of data exchange slots
actually used to transmit divided by the total number of data exchange slots within a CFP
Interval Repetition. The term Slot_Data_OH_Ratio was defined as the ratio of the data to
overhead within a data exchange slot. Equation 3-5 defines this ratio.
Slot _ Data _ OH _ Ratio =

MSS
Data + (2 * SIFS ) + ( ACK )

(Eqn 3-5)

where,
WLAN _ MaxSDU + WLAN _ MSDU _ Header

Data = 
+ plcp _ overhead 
Data _ Rate



(Eqn 3-6)
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Packet Delay

Using the terms defined above, the per packet delay was defined in Equation 3-7.
Pkt _ delay =

Pkt _ size
* Slot _ Data _ OH _ Ratio * Data _ Exchge _ Slot _ Ratio (Eqn 3-7)
Data _ rate

FTP Response Time

The FTP response time was defined in Equation 3-8.
FTP _ Re sp _ Time = Conn _ Setup + Num _ Pkts * Pkt _ delay

(Eqn 3-8)

The theoretical results were calculated in MATLAB using the relationships defined above
and the parameters defined in Section 3.4. Figure 3-13 shows a comparison between the
theoretical and simulation results for various file sizes. The simulation results are very close to
the theoretical results. The difference between the theoretical and the simulation results can be
accounted for by the analytical models inability to capture the full effects of TCP. The
agreement between the analytical and simulation results validates the correct operation of the
PCF data transfer for the WLAN access network. All aspects of the model passed the
verification and validation process.

Figure 3-13 Simulated vs Theoretical Results
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3.11 Summary
This chapter presented the design of the simulation model and the methodology used
throughout this research. The chapter began with a discussion of Jain’s ten-step method of
systematic performance evaluation [22]. Jain’s ten-step method was determined to be well suited
for evaluating the performance of communications systems through simulation; therefore, it was
chosen as the design methodology for this research. The following sections described the design
of the simulation model using this methodology.
Section 3.1 presented the definition of the system to be modeled and detailed the
assumptions that were necessary to limit the scope of the problem. It described the assumptions
made in modeling both the UMTS and WLAN data networks, as well as the interworking of
these two technologies. The selection of these assumptions was an important step in order to
keep the simulation complexity manageable, while still meeting the research goals.
The system services and outcomes were discussed in Section 3.2. This section explained
the possible usages of the WLAN-UMTS simulation environment. These included the
investigation of the protocol effects and overall system performance for an interworked WLANUMTS system. The specific statistics and effects that can be studied with this simulation
environment were listed as the control plane signaling protocol interaction, the UMTS dedicated
channels (DCH) utilization, and application response time for a variety of application traffic.
Section 3.3 presented the performance measures used to evaluate the WLAN-UMTS
system. These performance measures included protocol interaction, dedicated channel utilization
(DCH), data session set-up delay, and application response time.
Inputs to the simulation model that were not varied during different simulation runs were
termed simulation parameters. Section 3.4 presented the simulation parameters used to model
the WLAN-UMTS system. The selection of these values was important because they affected
how accurately the simulation modeled the actual system. The simulation parameters were given
in Table 3-1.
Inputs to the simulation that were varied during different simulation runs were termed
simulation factors. Section 3.5 presented the simulation factors used to exercise the simulation
environment across a spectrum of normal operating conditions. The simulation factors were
summarized in Table 3-2.
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Section 3.6 presented the decision to use simulation was the primary tool used throughout
this research. It also highlighted that OPNET Modeler™ 9.0 was used to implement and test the
WLAN—UMTS simulation environment.
The selection of the appropriate traffic models to test the simulation environment was a
critical step to ensure that the system modeled an actual WLAN-UMTS system. Section 3.7
presented the traffic models used in this research endeavor. The traffic models were designed
using the OPNET™ built-in application models. These profiles were parameterized in order to
closely simulate traffic generated by a wireless data user. The application profiles used were the
FTP, E-mail, and HTTP profiles.
Section 3.8 presented the three scenarios that where used to test the simulation model. The
three scenarios were termed Existing WLAN vs WLAN-UMTS Scenario, Existing UMTS vs
WLAN-UMTS Scenario, and Mixed Client Access WLAN—UMTS Scenario. The primary
difference between these scenarios was the access network used. All three scenarios varied the
simulation factors and the traffic models in order to vary the network traffic load.
Section 3.9 described the design of the simulation in detail. The simulation was designed
in OPNET Modeler™ 9.0 using a top-down design approach. Modeler™ uses a hierarchical
structure of network scenarios, nodes and processes. This section presented an overview of the
simulation design at the network, node, and process levels. A detailed description of how the
UWLAN_AP and UW were designed at the node level using both built-in OPNET™ processes
and user-defined processes was also given.
Section 3.10 described the methods used to ensure the simulation model was both correctly
implemented and representative of a real system. These two steps were termed model
verification and model validation. A series of short simulation were run in the OPNET™
Debugger (ODB) environment to verify correct operation of the models. The results from both
the WLAN and UMTS models sets were compared against the documentation results in order to
validate the OPNET™ defined models. Comparing simulation and theoretical results was the
primary method used to validate the user-defined models. Both the OPNET™ and user-defined
models passed the verification and validation process.

Chapter 4 Results and Analysis
This chapter presents the simulation results and analysis. The chapter begins with a
discussion of the simulation results’ statistical accuracy in Section 4.1. The next 3 sections
present results and analysis focused on answering the 3 research questions posed in Section 1.3.
The research questions were intended to exercise the user-defined node models over a range of
normal operating conditions and demonstrate the functionality of the simulation environment.
They were also intended to demonstrate that WLAN is a useful enhancement to the 3G/UMTS
cellular system. First, Section 4.2 presents the Existing UMTS vs WLAN-UMTS scenario
results and addresses research Question 1. The Existing WLAN vs WLAN-UMTS scenario
results and analysis of research Question 2 are given in Section 4.3. Finally, Section 4.4
discusses the results of the Mixed Client Access Mode scenario answering research Question 3.
The research questions from Section 1.4 are repeated here for ease of reference:
1. What are the benefits of the interworked WLAN-UMTS system as compared to the existing
UMTS system?
a) In terms of DCH utilization.
b) In terms of application response time.
c) How do the two systems scale?
2. What are the costs associated with the additional protocol signaling required to interwork the
WLAN-UMTS system as compared with the existing WLAN system?
a) In terms of data session set-up delay.
b) In terms of application response time.
3. How does the interworked WLAN-UMTS system perform over a range of normal operating
conditions?
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4.1 Statistical Accuracy
The use of stochastic processes introduces a measure of uncertainty in simulation results.
Running a simulation with different random number generator seeds will produce different
results. In this research, the simulation model was run with five different seed values for each
set of input parameters. The statistical accuracy of the results was measured as a confidence
interval. The 95-percent confidence interval was calculated with Equation 4-1, where
sample mean,

x

is the

s is the sample standard deviation, n is the number of samples, and t (1−α / 2;n −1)

is the (1-α/2) percentile of the Student’s

t distribution with n -1 degrees of freedom [22].

s 
s

100(1 − α )%CI =  x − t (1−α / 2;n −1)
, x + t (1−α / 2;n −1)
 (Eqn 4-1)
n
n


The simulation results for the FTP application traffic had very tight confidence intervals.
Table 4-1 gives the FTP download response time results for a single UW in the WLAN Client
Access Mode with FTP application traffic. As an example, consider the right-most column for
an FTP file size of 60 MBytes. The average FTP download response time for all five seeds was
448.6591 seconds with a 95-percent confidence interval of 448.5574 to 448.7607 seconds. There
was a less than 1-percent difference between the minimum and maximum FTP response times
for all of file sizes.
Table 4-1 FTP Download Response Time (sec) for a UW in WLAN Client Access Mode
FTP Filesize
Seed 1
Seed 2
Seed 3
Seed 4
Seed 5
Mean:
95% CI:

1B
0.194574
0.188612
0.183707
0.190725
0.197744
0.191072
0.184352
0.197793

100KB
1.177744
1.190725
1.203707
1.068612
1.094574
1.147072
1.071135
1.22301

800KB
6.337744
6.350725
6.363707
6.428612
6.454574
6.387072
6.323218
6.450927

1.5MB
11.71774
11.73073
11.74371
11.60861
11.63457
11.68707
11.61113
11.76301

7MB
52.45774
52.47073
52.48371
52.54861
52.57457
52.50707
52.44322
52.57093

12MB
89.95774
89.97073
89.78371
89.84861
89.87457
89.88707
89.79029
89.98386

15MB
112.5177
112.5307
112.4086
112.3437
112.4346
112.4471
112.3503
112.5439

30MB
223.9377
223.9307
223.7437
223.8546
223.8086
223.8551
223.7529
223.9573

40MB
298.0577
298.0707
297.8837
297.9546
297.9486
297.9831
297.8847
298.0815

60MB
448.7377
448.7507
448.5637
448.6086
448.6346
448.6591
448.5574
448.7607

The simulation results for the Wireless Client application traffic also had very tight
confidence intervals. Table 4-2 give the HTTP page response time results for the WLAN-UMTS
scenario with the Wireless Client application traffic. As an example, consider the right-most
column for 2 UWs in the UMTS access mode and 18 UWs in the WLAN access mode. The
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average HTTP page response time for all five seeds was 7.8262 seconds with a 95-percent
confidence interval of 7.1727 to 8.4796 seconds.
Table 4-2 HTTP Response Time (sec) for UWs in UMTS Client Access Mode
Number of UWs
in UMTS Mode
Seed 1
Seed 2
Seed 3
Seed 4
Seed 5
Mean:
95% CI:

20
12.432839
13.416985
13.667978
12.710351
13.161796
13.077990
12.450649
13.705330

18
9.167257
8.911012
8.865238
9.249344
8.891231
9.016817
8.795917
9.237717

16
8.251739
8.658675
9.023893
8.772352
8.517017
8.644735
8.287612
9.001858

14
8.116110
8.086360
8.796989
10.255774
8.068062
8.664659
7.496688
9.832630

12
8.385436
7.534312
8.571726
8.036825
8.243471
8.154354
7.660177
8.648531

10
8.096770
8.096770
7.673093
8.029945
7.538070
7.886930
7.560854
8.213006

8
7.359587
7.651648
7.694435
7.695623
7.461991
7.572657
7.382510
7.762803

6
7.627617
7.722649
8.272729
7.315788
7.967559
7.781268
7.333671
8.228865

4
8.387927
7.751405
7.446080
7.261536
7.586461
7.686682
7.151045
8.222319

The results for all simulation runs exhibited similar 95-percent confidence intervals. Both
the FTP application traffic and the Wireless Client application traffic produced very tight
confidence intervals. Therefore, five simulation runs with different seed values was determined
to be sufficient for 95-percent confidence intervals. All data points presented throughout the rest
of this chapter represent the mean value of five simulation runs with different seed values.
Complete tables with the results of individual simulation runs and the 95-percent confidence
intervals are provided in the Appendix.

4.2 Existing UMTS vs WLAN-UMTS Scenario Results
The intent of the Existing UMTS vs WLAN-UMTS scenario was to demonstrate the
benefits of the interworked WLAN-UMTS system as compared to the existing UMTS system.
Specifically, this scenario demonstrated the conservation of limited dedicated cellular channels
by shifting data users to the WLAN access network. This has the effect of “freeing” limited
resources for revenue producing voice calls. It also demonstrated the significant improvement in
application response time of the interworked WLAN-UMTS system as a result of the larger
WLAN channel.
4.2.1 Dedicated Channel (DCH) Utilization

As the primary motivation for integrating WLAN into the UMTS system was to free
limited resources while continuing to provide service, the number of reserved dedicated channels

2
7.525191
8.666523
7.268593
7.848843
7.821761
7.826182
7.172729
8.479636
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(DCH) in the Node-B was examined. Because of the importance of voice channels, dedicated
channels were considered the critical, finite resource in the UMTS network.
The test was conducted using twenty wireless client data users running a mix of client
applications; specifically the mix of web, Email and FTP applications (Wireless_Client
application profile) discussed in Section 3.7.1. The baseline system consisted of twenty UW
nodes operating in a UMTS cell. Sixteen of these clients were operating within 300m of the
UWLAN_AP, and the other five were not within the range of the WLAN access network. The
simulation was first run with the Client Access Mode set to UMTS for all 20 clients. The Client
Access Mode was then toggled to WLAN for the sixteen clients that were in range of the WLAN
access network and the results were compared.
Based on the quality of service requirements for the data session, the UMTS allocates one
or more DCH channels to support a user session. It can be observed from Figure 4-1 that
reducing the number of contenders for service from twenty to four reduced the average number
of DCH channels in use by approximately 65%. It is possible to reallocate these unused DCH
channels to voice services or to additional packet data services. Thus, it can be asserted that a
service provider could use these unused resources to generate additional revenue.

Figure 4-1 Reserved DCH Channels (DCH Count vs Time (min))

One might question why the reduction in DCH utilization was only 65%, and the results of
Figure 4-2 offer that insight. In the case when the sixteen clients were shifted to the WLAN
access network, there were 0 queued requests for services, while the heavily loaded system using
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strictly UMTS dedicated channels appears to be saturated and requests for service are being
queued in the CN. This equates to delayed or even denied service to the user and potentially lost
revenues to the service provider.

Figure 4-2 Queued Requests for DCH Channels (Delayed or Denied Service)

4.2.2 Application Response Time

The intent of the next two sub-sections was to demonstrate the dramatic decrease in
application response time for a wireless data client using the WLAN access network. These subsections presented results for two different traffic profiles, the FTP application traffic profile and
the Wireless Client Light application profile. The Wireless Client Light application profile was
also used to demonstrate the scalability of both the UMTS pure network and the interworked
WLAN-UMTS system for a UMTS parameterized traffic load.
FTP Application Traffic Model

This scenario demonstrated a significant decrease in application response time for a
wireless data user utilizing UMTS data services via the WLAN access network. Specifically, it
demonstrated the significant decrease in FTP download response time for even relatively small
file sizes.
The test was conducted with one wireless client data user running the FTP application
discussed in Section 3.7.2. The baseline system consisted of one UMTS UE node operating in a
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UMTS cell. The FTP file size was systematically increased in order to vary the network traffic
load. The FTP download response time was measured for each increment of the FTP file size.
The UE node was then replaced with a UW operating in the WLAN Client Access Mode. The
tests were repeated for this configuration and the results were compared.
The secondary motivation for integrating WLAN into the UMTS system was to increase
available bandwidth to data users in “hot spots.” The dramatic decrease in FTP download
response time shown in Figure 4-3 demonstrated the effect of this increased bandwidth to a data
user’s application response time.
For a relatively small file size of 1 Mbyte, a UE utilizing a UMTS dedicated channel
experiences an FTP download time of approximately 360 seconds (6 minutes), while a UW
utilizing the WLAN access network can download the same file in 8 seconds. This is 45 times
faster than the UE.

Figure 4-3 Application Response Time (1 UE vs 1 UW)

This result also demonstrates a limitation in the current OPNET™ UMTS model set, as
well as in future deployments of UMTS networks. The system makes inefficient use of the
available UMTS channel, because the network does not dynamically allocate dedicated channels
based on the overall base station load and quality of service of its users. The UMTS network
only allocated one DCH channel for this data session; even though there was only one data user.
A possible solution to this problem is offered by Carl Fossa in [26] where he investigated the
efficient utilization of wireless bandwidth in CDMA systems that support multiple data rates
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with Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor (OVSF) codes. Specific to this problem, Fossa
developed an improved OVSF code assignment algorithm that allows best-effort traffic, such as
FTP, to take advantage of unused bandwidth when higher quality of service traffic is not
transmitting at its peak data rate. Thus, the RNC would be able to allocate DCH channels
dynamically based on the overall base station load and quality of service of its users.
Wireless Client Light Traffic Profile

This scenario demonstrated a significant decrease in application response time for a
wireless data user running a mix of client applications. The Wireless_Client_Light application
profile (the UMTS parameterized mix of web, Email and FTP applications discussed in Section
3.7.1) was used to demonstrate the significant decrease in FTP download and web page response
times for a wireless data user utilizing UMTS data services via the WLAN access network. In
order to demonstrate the scalability of both the UMTS pure network and the interworked
WLAN-UMTS system, the number of wireless data users was varied systematically.
The test was conducted with a number of wireless client data users running the
Wireless_Client_Light application profile. The baseline set of simulations consisted of two
UMTS UEs operating in a UMTS cell. The simulation was run collecting the FTP download
response time, the Web page response time, and the Email download response time. The
simulation was then repeated thirteen more times increasing the number of UMTS UE nodes by
two each run. Increasing the number of UEs contending for resources had the effect of
systematically increasing the network traffic load. The UE nodes were then replaced with UWs
operating in the WLAN Client Access Mode. The set of simulations were repeated for this
configuration and the results were compared.
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Figure 4-4 FTP Download Response Time (sec) with Wireless Client Light Traffic Load

Figure 4-4 showed the FTP download response time as the number of wireless data users
was increased from two to thirty users. The application response for both UEs and UWs were
plotted on the same graph for all figures in this section. Once again, the results showed a
significant decrease in FTP download response time as a result of the larger available bandwidth
of the WLAN channel. Figure 4-5 showed the same result for web page response time. Note
that Figure 4-4 showed a sharp decrease in FTP performance for greater than 27 users, while
Figure 4-5 showed a more graceful degradation in web page response time. This was because
the HTTP traffic belonged to a higher quality of service profile than the FTP traffic and received
higher priority servicing. Both the web and FTP traffic experienced a gradual decrease in
performance for between 18 and 27 users, but with greater than 27 users the higher priority web
traffic begins to starve the FTP traffic of resources.
Another important result that Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5 demonstrated was the scalability of
both the WLAN and UMTS access networks for the UMTS parameterized traffic load. The
WLAN access network showed no effect on application response time from increasing the
number of UWs from two to thirty. This was because the small 500 to 2000 byte web page
objects and 20 Kbyte FTP files had little loading effect on the WLAN channel. The overall
WLAN load was well below network saturation for 30 users running this traffic profile.
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Figure 4-5 Web Page Response Time (sec) with Wireless Client Light Traffic Load

On the other hand, the UMTS access network showed a sharp increase in application
response time for greater than 25 users. This was because the UMTS network was beginning to
experience saturation with 18 users as can be seen in Figure 4-6. The simulation tests with 16
and fewer users demonstrated 0 queued requests for service, while increasing the number of
users from 20 to 30 resulted in a significant increase in queued requests for service. As
discussed earlier these queued requests equate to delayed or denied service to the user and
possible lost revenue to the service provider.

Figure 4-6 UMTS Queued Requests (Delayed or Denied Service)
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4.3 Existing WLAN vs WLAN-UMTS Scenario Results
The intent of the existing WLAN vs WLAN-UMTS scenario was to demonstrate the costs
associated with the additional protocol signaling and per packet overhead for the interworked
WLAN-UMTS system. The data session set-up time was chosen as a performance measure
because it demonstrated the initial set-up delay that a UW will encounter as a result of
incorporating the UMTS signaling procedures. The FTP download response time was chosen as
a performance measure because it demonstrated the costs in terms of application delay as a result
of the additional per packet overhead required in the proposed WLAN-UMTS system.
4.3.1 Data Session Set-up Delay (Initial UMTS Signaling Protocol Delay)

This scenario demonstrated the initial set-up delay that a UW encountered as a result of
incorporating the UMTS signaling procedures. The data session set-up delay was defined as the
time between a client requesting an application service to the time when the first response packet
was received. The data session set-up delay included the time to establish a TCP connection, a
PDP context, a Radio Access Bearer and process a Service Request as applicable.
The test was conducted with one wireless client data user running the FTP application
discussed in Section 3.7.2. The baseline system consisted of 1 standard WLAN node operating
near a WLAN AP. An FTP file size of 1 byte was used in order to determine the initial
connection set-up time with minimal impact from the actual application data. The data session
set-up delay was measured for the baseline WLAN system. The WLAN node was then replaced
with a UW node operating in the WLAN Client Access Mode utilizing the UMTS data services
via the WLAN access network. The tests were re-run for this configuration and the results were
compared. Table 4-3 contains a summary of these simulation tests. The data session set-up costs
was defined as the difference between the mean data session set-up delay for a UW in the
WLAN client access mode and a standard WLAN client.
The average time required to set-up a data session for a UW in the WLAN client access
mode associated with the interworked WLAN-UMTS system was 0.1911 seconds. A WLAN
client accessing a standard WLAN AP required 0.0334 seconds on average to establish a data
session. The difference between these two values represents the data session set-up costs as a
result of the additional signaling overhead required to interwork the UMTS session management
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protocol in the WLAN access network. The data session set-up costs for the proposed WLANUMTS system was 0.1577 seconds. Most of this time can be accounted for by the time required
to establish a PDP context and Radio Access Bearer for the data session.
Table 4-3 Data Session Set-up Delay (WLAN vs WLAN-UMTS)
Access Network
Seed 1
Seed 2
Seed 3
Seed 4
Seed 5
Mean:
95% CI:

UW in WLAN Mode
0.194574
0.188612
0.183707
0.190725
0.197744
0.191072
0.184352
0.197793

WLAN Only
0.041649
0.026156
0.027423
0.039677
0.031930
0.033367
0.024637
0.042097

Data Session
Set-up Costs
0.157706
seconds

4.3.2 Application Delay (per packet overhead)

This scenario demonstrated the costs in terms of application delay from the additional per
packet overhead required to interwork the UMTS session management protocol with a WLAN
infrastructure BSS. Specifically, it demonstrates the accumulative application delay for large file
transfers as a result of the PDP packet overhead.
The test was conducted with one wireless client data user running the FTP application
discussed in Section 3.7.2. The baseline system consisted of 1 standard WLAN node operating
in near a WLAN AP. The FTP file size was systematically increased in order to vary the
network traffic load. The FTP download response time was measured for each increment of the
FTP file size. The WLAN node was then replaced with a UW node operating in the WLAN
Client Access Mode utilizing the UMTS data services via the WLAN access network. The tests
were repeated for this configuration and the results were compared.
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Figure 4-7 Application Response Time (1 WLAN Client vs 1 UW)

It can be observed from Figure 4-7, that a WLAN client gaining network access thru a
standard WLAN AP in PCF mode requires approximately 65 seconds to download a 30 MByte
file, while UW utilizing the enhanced UMTS WLAN access network requires approximately 210
seconds (3.5 minutes) to download the same file. This result shows that there is a significant
cost in terms of application delay associated with interworking the UMS session management
protocol into the existing WLAN system. Some of the additional delay can be accounted for by
the initial data session setup delay and the overall system end-to-end delay (differences in the
simulation configurations that were not a result of interworking these 2 technologies) that were
discussed in the previous section. But most of the additional application delay was a direct result
of the per packet overhead associated with the packet data protocol (PDP) header added to
incorporate the UMTS session management protocol into the WLAN access network.
A possible solution to reduce this additional overhead is offered by in RFC 3095 [27].
Bormann, et al. offer a header compression technique termed ROHC (RObust Header
Compression) that would compress the header to 4 bytes for most packets and potentially reduce
the additional application delay by as much as 80%. ROHC takes advantage of the fact that there
is significant redundancy between header fields, both within the same packet header but in
particular between consecutive packets belonging to the same packet stream. The protocol
reduces the header size for most packets by sending static header information only initially and
utilizes dependencies and predictability to construct the other header fields. Relevant
information from past packets is maintained in a context. The context information is used to
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compress (decompress) subsequent packets. The compressor and decompressor update their
contexts as necessary.

4.4 Mixed Client Access WLAN—UMTS Scenario Results
The intent of the Mixed Client Access WLAN-UMTS scenario was to exercise the
interworked WLAN-UMTS system over a range of normal operating conditions in order to
demonstrate system capabilities. The scenario demonstrated the correct operation of the UMTS
signaling protocols (GMM Attach, PDP Context Activation, and GMM Service Activation). It
also demonstrated the system capabilities in terms of application response time for 2 traffic
models, the first a UMTS parameterized mix of applications (termed Wireless Client Light) and
the second a WLAN parameterized mix of applications (termed Wireless Client Heavy).
4.4.1 UMTS Signaling

This scenario demonstrated the UMTS signaling capabilities of a UW. It specifically
demonstrated attach, PDP context activation, and GMM service activation delays that a UW
experienced in both the WLAN and UMTS client access modes.
The test was conducted using 20 wireless client data users running a mix of client
applications; specifically the mix of web, Email and FTP applications (Wireless_Client_Light
application profile) discussed in Section 3.7.1. The baseline system consisted of 20 UW nodes
operating in a UMTS cell. All twenty of these clients were operating within 300m of the
UWLAN_AP allowing possible connectivity to the WLAN access network. The simulation was
first run with the Client Access Mode set to UMTS for all 20 clients. The Client Access Mode
was then toggled to WLAN for all 20 clients and the results were compared.
UMTS Attach Signaling

This test demonstrated the correct operation of the UMTS attach process. At startup, the
network initialized, and the UWs were delayed five seconds to allow for the establishment and
initialization of the ATM circuits. The UWs were configured to “power on” and attach to the
interworked WLAN-UMTS system based on a uniform distribution throughout the next two
seconds. Figure 4-8 shows the correct operation of the attach process for both the WLAN and
UMTS client access modes. Not surprisingly, the test also demonstrated the differences in
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delays experienced between the WLAN access network and the UMTS access network. The
UWs in the WLAN client access mode experience significantly less delay. For both
configurations, Figure 4-8 shows that 20 users complete the attach procedure and are known to
the network.

Figure 4-8 UMTS Attach Delay (sec)

UMTS PDP Context Signaling

This test demonstrated the correct operation of the UMTS PDP context activation process.
The PDP activation procedure was required when a RAB was requested for a class of service
whose PDP context was inactive. The PDP context activation included the requested QoS
profile associated with its class of traffic. The OPNET™ UMTS model set assumes that once a
PDP context is activated, it remains active for the remainder of the simulation. It also models
only one PDP context for each QoS per user. Upon completing the transmission of data packets,
the PDP context is not deactivated and is reused the next time a UE has QoS traffic associated
with the PDP. The Service Request procedure is used to establish a RAB for a PDP that is
active.
Figure 4-9 shows the correct operation of the PDP context activation process for both the
WLAN and UMTS client access modes. The test also highlights that the UWs in the WLAN
client access mode experience significantly less delay. Note that there was a larger variance in
the PDP context activation delays for the UWs in the UMTS client access mode. This can be
explained by a figure presented earlier, Figure 4-6. The UMTS access network was saturated for
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twenty users with this mix of traffic; therefore, the requests for lower quality of service data
traffic were queued, while the higher priority traffic requests were serviced immediately. The
lower priority traffic had to wait until the higher priority traffic was serviced and resources
became available. For both configurations, there were 60 PDP Contexts established, 1 context
per QoS times 3 QoS’s times 20 users.

Figure 4-9 UMTS PDP Activation Delay (sec)

UMTS Service Request Signaling

This test demonstrated the correct operation of the UMTS service request process. As
stated above, once a PDP context is established for a QoS, the model does not deactivate it and
the PDP context is reused for subsequent data traffic associated with that QoS. Upon receipt of
data packets associated with a QoS whose PDP context has been established, the service request
procedure is used to establish a RAB.
Figure 4-10 shows the correct operation of the service request process for both the WLAN
and UMTS client access modes, as well as highlights the significantly smaller delay that the
WLAN access network experiences. Each data point represents the establishment of a RAB and
its associated data session.
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Figure 4-10 UMTS Service Activation Delay (sec)

4.4.2 Wireless Client Light Traffic Load

This scenario simulated twenty UWs running a UMTS parameterized Wireless Client
application profile. The UWs accessed the UMTS data services via both the UWLAN-AP and
the UMTS access networks. The purpose of this scenario was to demonstrate the interworked
WLAN-UMTS system capabilities for a UMTS parameterized traffic load. The client’s access
modes were varied from 20 WLAN and 0 UMTS, then 18 WLAN and 2 UMTS, etc, to 0 WLAN
and 20 UMTS varying the client access mode by 2 each simulation run.
Varying the client access mode had the result of systematically varying the network traffic
load for both the UWLAN_AP and the UMTS access networks. The results of this scenario
were analyzed in terms of DCH utilization, FTP and HTTP application response time. The
application response times were collected separately for the UWs in the WLAN Client Access
Mode and for the UWs in the UMTS Client Access Mode.
The DCH utilization was chosen as a performance measure because it demonstrated how
the proposed interworked WLAN-UMTS system allows wireless data users to be shifted to the
WLAN access network so that cellular capacity is conserved and available to support cellular
voice subscribers.
Both the HTTP and FTP application response times were chosen as a performance
measures because they represent the QoS extremes for data traffic. This allowed the effect of the
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varying the network traffic load to be analyzed in terms of application response time for two
different classes of application traffic.
Two interesting results were observed from Figure 4-11. The first was the significant
difference in the Web page response time between the UWs in the WLAN client access mode
and the ones in the UMTS access mode. For instance at the operating point when 10 UWs were
accessing the UMTS access network and 10 were accessing the WLAN access network, the UWs
accessing the UMTS network required approximately 8 seconds to download a web page, while
the 10 accessing the WLAN access network required less than 0.25 seconds. This was to be
expected because of the significantly larger WLAN channel.
The second was the scalability of the two access networks at this traffic load. Note that
with the Wireless Client Light traffic model there was not a significant difference in Web page
response time between when there were 2 UWs utilizing the channel or 20 UWs utilizing the
channel. The WLAN-UMTS system appears to scale well for a UMTS parameterized traffic
load.

Figure 4-11 Wireless Client Light - Web Page Response Time

The UWs accessing the UMTS network did not scale quite as well. Note that the Web
page response time nearly doubles between when ten UWs were accessing the network than
when twenty were. Figure 4-12 helps explain what was happening here. For eight and fewer
UWs accessing the UMTS network, there were 0 queued requests for service, but as the number
of UWs was increased, the number of queued requests increased dramatically. The UMTS
network appears to approach saturation with ten data clients running this mix of traffic. As the
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number of users was increased, the number of users that had their requests for service either
delay or denied increased.

Figure 4-12 Queued Requests for UMTS DCH Channels

Figure 4-13 demonstrated similar results for the FTP application traffic. Not surprisingly,
the FTP download response time was significantly larger for the UWs accessing the UMTS
network. For instance at the operating point when half of the UWs were accessing the UMTS
access network and half were accessing the WLAN access network, the UWs accessing the
UMTS network required over 16 seconds to download a web page, while the 10 accessing the
WLAN access network required less than half a second. This was to be expected because of the
significantly larger WLAN channel.

Figure 4-13 Wireless Client Light – FTP Download Response Time
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4.4.3 Wireless Client Heavy Traffic Load

The intent of this scenario was to demonstrate that capabilities of the WLAN access
network at a significantly heavier traffic load. The Wireless Client application profile was
parameterized to generate Web, FTP and Email requests at a higher rate and with larger object
and file sizes in order to stress the WLAN channel. The UMTS access network failed under
these loads; therefore; it was not reasonable to compare the results of the WLAN and UMTS
access networks.
This scenario simulated a number of UWs running the WLAN parameterized Wireless
Client application profile termed Wireless_Client_Heavy. Only the WLAN access network was
tested for this traffic load, because the UMTS access network would not support multiple users
generating traffic at this load. The baseline system consisted of two UW nodes operating within
the range of the WLAN access network. The simulation was run collecting the Web page and
FTP download response times. This simulation was repeated for 10, 16, 18, 20, 23, 25, 28, and
30 UWs and the results were compared. Increasing the number of UWs contending for the
WLAN channel had the result of systematically varying the network traffic load on the WLAN
access network.
Figure 4-14 shows the plot of the FTP download response time varying the number of
UWs from 2 to 30.

Figure 4-14 FTP Download Response Time with Wireless Client Heavy Traffic Load
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The system scaled well to approximately 23 users running this mix of application traffic,
but adding users beyond that point had a significant impact on application response time. For
instance, the FTP download response time was approximately 37 seconds at the operating point
with 20 users, while it was nearly 200 seconds when only 10 users was added. The FTP
response time was increased 5 times.
Figure 4-15 demonstrated similar results for the web page response time. With 20 users,
the average user required 2 seconds to download a web page, while increasing the number of
users to 30 increased the web page response time to 16 seconds.

Figure 4-15 Web Page Response Time (sec) with Wireless Client Heavy Traffic Load

The dramatic degradation in application performance was due to channel saturation.
Figure 4-16 is a time varying plot of the WLAN offered load for 2 users ranging up to 20 users.
For the case with 2 users the WLAN load varied between no load and 1.2 Mbps for most of the
simulation and peaked to 4 Mbps only twice. The WLAN access network was lightly loaded and
the users were getting all resources (bandwidth) they needed. 20 and 23 users produced similar
results, but the peak load approached 7 Mpbs. 30 users caused the WLAN channel to reach
saturation and the load to asymptotically approach the maximum throughput for an 11 Mbps
WLAN channel in PCF mode.
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Figure 4-16 WLAN Offered Load (bits/sec)

4.5 Summary
This chapter presented the simulation results and analysis. It began with a discussion of
the simulation results’ statistical accuracy in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 demonstrated the benefits
of the interworked WLAN-UMTS system as compared to the existing UMTS system. The
results demonstrated that Wireless LAN is a useful enhancement to the UMTS network. They
demonstrated that integrating WLAN into the UMTS system allows a service provider to reserve
the limited DCH channels for the revenue producing voice calls, by shifting data service users to
the WLAN access network. The users who were shifted to the WLAN access network also
experienced significantly reduced application delays. The results in Section 4.3 demonstrated
the costs associated with the additional protocol signaling and per packet overhead for the
interworked WLAN-UMTS system. The costs included the initial set-up delay that a UW
encountered as a result of the UMTS signaling procedures, as well as the costs in terms of
application delay as a result of the additional per packet overhead. Section 4.4 demonstrated the
capabilities of the interworked WLAN-UMTS system over a range of normal operating
conditions. The correct operation of the UMTS signaling protocols (GMM Attach, PDP Context
Activation, and GMM Service Activation) was presented. The results also demonstrated the
system capabilities in terms of application response time for 2 traffic models, a UMTS
parameterized mix of applications and a WLAN parameterized mix of applications.
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The WLAN-UMTS simulation environment successfully modeled a UMTS network with
an integrated WLAN access network. The enhancements to the OPNET™ model library created
an environment to investigate the issues and tradeoffs for interworking the WLAN technology
with a UMTS network. The model worked well for investigating UMTS dedicated channel
utilization. It demonstrated that shifting data users to the WLAN access network conserved
DCH channels. The model has a limitation in the way the UMTS network allocates DCH
channels. The RNC allocated only one DCH channel for a data session, even when it was the
only data session in progress, thus wasting available resources.
The model worked well for studying application performance for both the WLAN and
UMTS access networks. It provided an environment for studying application performance for a
variety of traffic loads. The model demonstrated that the users accessing the WLAN access
network experienced significantly reduced application delays for a range of normal operating
conditions. It demonstrated that the WLAN access network scaled well for both a light mix of
client applications traffic, as well as for a more heavily loaded mix.
The model also worked well for investigating the costs associated with incorporating the
UMTS signaling protocols into the WLAN access network. It demonstrated that interworking
the UMTS signaling procedures for establishing a PDP context and Radio Access Bearer
increased the time to set up a data session. It also demonstrated that the additional PDP per
packet overhead resulted in increased application delays over a standard WLAN network. The
model showed that these costs were minimal as compared to the application performance
improvement of the interworked WLAN access network over the standard UMTS network.
The model demonstrated that the WLAN technology can be interworked with UMTS. It
showed that WLAN is a useful enhancement to the UMTS network.

Chapter 5 Conclusions
The telecommunications industry in North America underwent significant growth in the
1990s for both Internet and cellular telephone usage. As a result, both Internet access and
cellular telephones have become common household commodities. Attempts to integrate data
services into cellular networks have brought the limitations of both the Internet and the cellular
network into sharp focus. The Internet’s best effort model cannot support the real time
constraints of a voice conversation. While, the cellular telephone network’s low data rates are
not sufficient for web-browsing or large file transfers.
Research is ongoing to improve both the cellular telephone network and the Internet.
Emerging 3G wireless networks will focus on supporting data traffic with increased data rates.
The research presented in this document focused on supporting data traffic in “hotspots,” by
interworking the Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) technologies into the emerging Third
Generation (3G) cellular networks.

5.1 Significant Results
The purpose of this research effort was to design, implement, and test a network system
level simulation environment to allow investigators to study the issues and trade-offs for
interworking WLAN into UMTS. The key contribution of this research was to augment the
current OPNET™ model library by creating an enhanced user equipment node (UW) and an
enhanced WLAN access point node (UWLAN_AP).
The simulation environment was designed in OPNET Modeler™ 9.0 using a top-down
design approach. The UWLAN_AP and UW were designed at the node level using both built-in
OPNET™ and user-defined processes—the details of this design were covered in Section 3.9.
The models were verified against the current UMTS and WLAN standards to ensure that they
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were implemented correctly. The validation process compared simulation and theoretical results
to ensure that the simulation environment was representative a real system. The simulation
environment was tested under different scenarios, as described in Section 3.8. The scenarios
addressed the three research questions posed in Section 1.4. A summary of the significant results
for each of the three research questions follows.
5.1.1 Existing UMTS vs WLAN-UMTS Results

This scenario measured the dedicated channel (DCH) utilization and the application
response time and compared the results for both the existing UMTS and the proposed WLANUMTS systems. These results addressed Research Question 1 with the intent to demonstrate the
benefits of the interworked WLAN-UMTS system as compared to the existing UMTS system.
The basic premise of this research was that integrating WLAN into the UMTS system for data
applications would conserve limited cellular resources for voice calls, while improving the
quality of those data services.
The limited resource in the UMTS network was determined to be DCH channels;
therefore, the number of reserved DCH channels in the Node-B was examined. The results
demonstrated that reducing the number of contenders for DCH channels from twenty to four by
shifting the other sixteen users to the WLAN access network reduced the average DCH channel
utilization by approximately 65%.
The second half of the premise was that integrating WLAN into the UMTS system would
improve the quality of data services in “hot spots” by increasing the available bandwidth. The
improvement in the quality of these data services was measured in terms of application response
time. The results demonstrated a dramatic improvement in application response time as a result
of the increased bandwidth. Specifically, they demonstrated a significant decrease in FTP
download response time even for small file sizes. For a relatively small 1 MB file, a UE utilizing
a UMTS access network experienced an FTP download time of approximately 360 seconds (6
minutes), while a UW utilizing the WLAN access network downloaded the same file in 8
seconds. For this example, integrating WLAN into UMTS for data services improved the
application response time by nearly 45 times.
The results demonstrated that Wireless LAN is a useful enhancement to the UMTS
network. They demonstrated that integrating WLAN into the UMTS system allows a service
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provider to reserve the limited DCH channels for the revenue producing voice calls, by shifting
data service users to the WLAN access network. The users who were shifted to the WLAN
access network also experienced significantly reduced application delays.
5.1.2 Existing WLAN vs WLAN-UMTS Results

This scenario measured the data session set-up delay and the application response time and
compared the results for both the existing WLAN and the proposed WLAN-UMTS systems.
These results addressed Research Question 2 with the intent to demonstrate the costs associated
with the additional protocol signaling and per packet overhead for the interworked WLANUMTS system. These costs included the initial set-up delay that a UW encountered as a result of
the UMTS signaling procedures, as well as the costs in terms of application delay as a result of
the additional per packet overhead.
A standard WLAN client must set up a TCP connection with the server in order to
establish a client-server data session, while a UW must do this plus establish a PDP context, a
Radio Access Bearer and process a Service Request as applicable. The intent of the data session
set-up metric was to measure the costs associated with these additional signaling protocols in
terms of initial data session set-up delay.
The results demonstrated that a UW in the WLAN access mode required 0.1911 seconds
on average to establish a data session, while a WLAN client accessing a standard WLAN AP
required only 0.0334 seconds. The difference between these two values represented the costs in
terms of data session set-up delay as a result of the additional signaling overhead required to
interwork the UMTS session management protocol in the WLAN access network. The data
session set-up costs for the proposed WLAN-UMTS system was 0.1577 seconds. The additional
time was the time required to establish a PDP context and Radio Access Bearer for the data
session.
The results also demonstrated that there was a cost in terms of application delay associated
with interworking the UMTS session management protocol into the existing WLAN system.
The results showed that a WLAN client gaining network access thru a standard WLAN AP
required 65 seconds to download a 30 MB file, while a UW utilizing the enhanced UMTS
WLAN access network requires approximately 210 seconds (3.5 minutes) to download the same
file. The additional application delay was a direct result of the per packet overhead associated
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with the packet data protocol (PDP) header added to incorporate the UMTS session management
protocol into the WLAN access network.
These results reinforced that WLAN is a useful enhancement to UMTS, but highlighted the
costs associated with the additional protocol signaling and per packet overhead for the
interworked WLAN-UMTS system.
5.1.3 Mixed Client Access WLAN—UMTS Results

The intent of this scenario was to demonstrate the capabilities of the interworked WLANUMTS system over a range of normal operating conditions. The results demonstrated the correct
operation of the UMTS signaling protocols (GMM Attach, PDP Context Activation, and GMM
Service Activation). The results also demonstrated the system capabilities in terms of
application response time for 2 traffic models, a UMTS parameterized mix of applications and a
WLAN parameterized mix of applications.
UMTS Signaling

A test was conducted to demonstrate the UMTS signaling capabilities of a UW. It
specifically demonstrated GMM attach, PDP context activation, and GMM service activation
delays that a UW experienced in both the WLAN and UMTS client access modes. The results
demonstrated the correct operation of all three procedures, and not surprisingly, demonstrated
that the UWs in the WLAN client access mode experienced significantly less delay.
Wireless Client Light – a UMTS Parameterized Mix of Application Traffic

The results of the simulations conducted with the UMTS parameterized mix of application
traffic demonstrated the correct operation of the UW in both the WLAN and UMTS access
network modes. Two interesting points were observed from these results. The first was the
significant improvement in the application response time of the UWs in the WLAN client access
mode over the ones in the UMTS access mode. For instance at the operating point when ten
UWs were accessing the UMTS access network and ten were accessing the WLAN access
network, the UWs accessing the UMTS network required approximately 8 seconds to download
a web page, while the ten accessing the WLAN access network required less than 0.25 seconds.
This result was expected, because this same result was observed in the previous scenario
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comparing the standard UMTS UEs performance to the UW. The significance of this result was
that it demonstrated that a UW in the UMTS client access mode operated exactly as a standard
UE, thus demonstrating the design goal that a UW “fall back” into the UE mode when it was not
operating within range of the WLAN access network.
The second significant result was that it demonstrated the scalability of the two access
networks at this traffic load. There was not a significant difference in Web page response time
between when there were two UWs or twenty UWs utilizing the WLAN access network. The
WLAN access network scaled well for a UMTS parameterized traffic load.
The UWs accessing the UMTS network did not scale quite as well at this traffic load. The
Web page response time nearly doubled between when ten UWs were accessing the network
than when twenty were. The UMTS network approached saturation with ten data clients running
this mix of traffic. As the number of users was increased, the number of users that had their
requests for service either delay or denied increased also.
Wireless Client Heavy – a WLAN Parameterized Mix of Application Traffic

The results of this scenario demonstrated the capabilities of the WLAN access network at a
significantly heavier traffic load. The Wireless Client application profile was parameterized to
generate Web, FTP and Email requests at a higher rate and with larger object and file sizes in
order to stress the WLAN channel. The UMTS access network failed under these loads;
therefore, it was not reasonable to compare the results of the WLAN and UMTS access
networks.
The WLAN access network scaled well to approximately 23 users running this mix of
application traffic, but adding users beyond that point had a significant impact on application
response time. The result was evidenced for both QoS extremes, FTP and Web traffic. The FTP
download response time was approximately 37 seconds with 20 users and was nearly 200
seconds when only 10 more users were added. The web page response time demonstrated
similar results. With 20 users, the average user required 2 seconds to download a web page,
while increasing the number of users to 30 increased the web page response time to 16 seconds.
These results demonstrated the performance of the WLAN under heavy load. The
dramatic degradation in application performance was due to channel saturation. When there
were between two and twenty-three users, the WLAN access network was lightly loaded and the
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users were getting all resources they required. As users were added, the WLAN channel began
to reach saturation and the application performance degraded exponentially. With thirty users
the WLAN channel reached saturation and the load asymptotically approached the maximum
throughput for an 11 Mbps WLAN channel in PCF mode. The WLAN access network scaled
well for both a light mix of client applications traffic and a more heavily loaded mix.

5.2 Design Goals
The primary design goal for this research was to interwork WLAN with UMTS so that it
can be utilized as an alternate radio access network for packet data transmissions. The WLANUMTS simulation environment successfully modeled a UMTS network with an integrated
WLAN access network. The enhancements to the OPNET™ model library created an
environment to investigate the issues and tradeoffs for interworking the WLAN technology with
a UMTS network. The model worked well for investigating UMTS dedicated channel
utilization. It demonstrated that shifting data users to the WLAN access network conserved
DCH channels. The model has a limitation in the way the UMTS network allocates DCH
channels. The RNC allocated only one DCH channel for a data session, even when it was the
only data session in progress, thus wasting available resources.
The simulation environment successfully supported 3G authentication and access control
for the WLAN access network as defined by the 3GPP proposed Scenario 2. The user-defined
models, UW and UWLAN_AP provided inherent support for authorization and access control
into the UMTS network via the UMTS GMM protocol. The UW was augmented with the
capability to selectively “attach” to the UMTS network thru either the UMTS or WLAN access
networks. The UWLAN_AP was augmented with the RNC functionality and the capability to
process UMTS control messages in order to build an access control table to support UMTS
authentication and access control. Together, the UW and UWLAN_AP created a simulation
framework for interworking the WLAN technology into UMTS as an alternate radio access
network for supporting “hot spots.”
The simulation environment successfully utilized IP as the common service interface for
applications. This guaranteed the independence of applications from the underlying radio access
network. The model worked well for studying application performance for both the WLAN and
UMTS access networks. It provided an environment for studying application performance for a
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variety of traffic loads. The model demonstrated that the users accessing the WLAN access
network experienced significantly reduced application delays for a range of normal operating
conditions. It also demonstrated that the WLAN access network scaled well for both a light mix
of client applications traffic and a more heavily loaded mix.
The simulation environment successfully integrated the UMTS Session Management (SM)
protocol into the WLAN nodes to provide a common data session that was independent of the
radio access network. The model worked well for investigating the costs associated with
incorporating the UMTS signaling protocols into the WLAN access network. It demonstrated
that interworking the UMTS signaling procedures for establishing a PDP context and Radio
Access Bearer increased the time to set up a data session. It also demonstrated that the additional
PDP per packet overhead resulted in increased application delays over a standard WLAN
network. The model showed that these costs were minimal as compared to the application
performance improvement of the interworked WLAN access network over the standard UMTS
network.
The simulation design successfully limited the impact of interworking WLAN into UMTS
on the current OPNET™ model sets, as well as minimized the number of changes to the existing
UMTS and WLAN protocols. The design reused the existing WLAN and UMTS process
modules without a single modification. This was an important design goal because the
OPNET™ model libraries are continuously updated and enhanced with additional features. As
the OPNET™ model sets are updated; these updated models will fit seamlessly into the WLANUMTS simulation framework to provide enhanced simulation capabilities and/or greater fidelity.
The simulation environment demonstrated that the WLAN technology can be interworked
with UMTS. The results showed that WLAN is a useful enhancement to the UMTS network.

5.3 Recommendations for Future Work
This research effort has successfully developed a simulation environment to allow
investigators to study the issues and trade-offs for interworking WLAN into UMTS. There are
several aspects of this research, which offer interesting prospects for future research. These
include, but are not limited to, an implementation to study a loosely coupled design where the
WLAN access network control plane interacts directly with the SGSN for authentication and
access control and the WLAN data plane provide its own gateway mechanism to allow data
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packets to be directed to the Internet at large; an implementation that provides a scheduling
mechanism to support QoS over the WLAN access network; and an implementation to study
handoff control between the UMTS and WLAN access networks.
5.3.1 Loose Coupled Design

The simulation environment could be expanded by creating UW and UWLAN_AP node
models for a loose-coupled design. The future trend for 3G and 4G wireless systems is for the
network between the Node-B and CN to evolve into an all-IP based architecture. This would
allow service providers to provide data services at various locations in the network without all of
the data traffic flowing through the GGSN. A loose-coupled implementation would provide the
necessary simulation environment to study the signaling protocol effects of an all-IP network.
The loosely coupled design would integrate the two systems at the IP layer. Both the
control and data traffic would be routed over the IP network. The ability of IP protocols, such as
Mobile IP, to handle mobility and roaming between the access networks would also need to be
studied.
5.3.2 Scheduling Mechanism to Support QoS over the WLAN Access Network

The simulation environment could be expanded to study QoS mechanisms over the WLAN
access network. While the current simulation environment and 3GPP standards provide inherent
support for quality of service over the UMTS access network, the simulated WLAN access
network and 802.X standards do not provide these QoS mechanisms. WLAN does not
distinguish between data streams of differing QoS.
The current Internet service model supports only best-effort traffic. Therefore, as UMTS
networks are deployed there may initially be little incentive to support different QoS levels for
data traffic. However, as both IP QoS and the 3G wireless networks develop there will be
increasing requirements to support data traffic with different QoS requirements. For WLAN to
be a viable alternate access network it will also have to provide inherent support for QoS.
The OPNET™ application model set provides the necessary hooks to support QoS.
Different QoS scheduling mechanisms could be studied within the framework of the WLANUMTS simulation environment. The model could be used to explore management, overhead,
and scheduling and control issues to support QoS. It could also be used to study how the PCF
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(point coordination function) in the WLAN access point can be leveraged to support multiple
clients each with different data streams and mixes of QoS requirements.
5.3.3 Handoff Control Between UMTS and WLAN Access Networks

The results of this research effort could be expanded to study the effects of handoff
between the UMTS and WLAN access networks. While the current simulation environment was
designed with consideration for mobility between the two access networks, the current UW
implementation does not support seamless data transition between the UMTS and WLAN access
networks. The UW must terminate its data sessions that are in progress, change client access
modes and then initiate new data sessions on the other access network.
The model would need to be expanded to implement a mechanism to control when handoff
should occur. Handoff decisions within the UMTS network are made within the Node-B by
monitoring signals received by adjacent Node-B s and comparing those received signals with its
current active connection. In the WLAN-UMTS system, it would be extremely wasteful for the
UW to transmit on both the UMTS and WLAN interfaces just to facilitate this mechanism.
Ransbottom in [28], presented three possible approaches to facilitate handoff with their
advantages/disadvantages:
1. Have the UW monitor (listen/receive) on unused channels and conduct its own comparison to
decide which Node-B or UWLAN_AP would provide the best service. The main advantage
of this approach is that the UW would be able to make a quick and timely decision. The
main disadvantage is that it would require additional processing overhead in the mobile
device. This processing would require additional power consumption in the mobile.
2. Have the UW monitor (listen/receive) on unused channels and transmit signal levels as
control overhead. This would allow the serving Node-B/UWLAN_AP to perform the
computation and decide which Node-B or UWLAN_AP would provide the best service. This
approach would solve the problem of increased processing and power consumption in the
mobile, but would delay the handoff decision and increase the overhead in data
transmissions.
3. Use an error threshold in the data stream to trigger the handoff mechanism to search for and
identify the best available Node-B or UWLAN_AP. The main advantages of this approach
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are that it is easily understood and would be the easiest to implement. The main
disadvantage is that the mechanism would be reactive. This may cause the handoff decision
to be delayed too long causing data loss. This would also cause unnecessary retransmissions.
The goal of the handoff mechanism would be to provide service continuity between the
access networks. Data sessions would need to survive the process of changing between the
WLAN and UMTS access networks and vice versa. The handoff mechanism would need to be
designed to minimize data loss and transition time during the switch between access networks.
The varying capabilities and characteristics of the two access networks may cause a change
in service quality as a result of roaming between access networks. The effects of this changing
service quality on application performance would need to be studied. The effects of handoff on
higher layer network protocols, such as TCP, would also have to be studied. A handoff from the
UMTS network would have minimal effect on TCP, but a handoff from the WLAN access
network to UMTS would have a significant impact on TCP.

5.4 Summary
This chapter has presented conclusions based upon the research results and provided
recommended areas for future work. The goal of this research was to design, implement, and
test a network level simulation environment to allow investigators to study the issues and tradeoffs for interworking WLAN into UMTS. The results have demonstrated that this research goal
was achieved. The WLAN-UMTS simulation environment created a WLAN interface with the
capability to provide an alternate radio access network for packet data transmissions in “hot
spot.” The models can support a variety of applications with multiple QoS profiles. The results
of this research could be expanded by implementing call handoff between the UMTS and WLAN
access networks, by implementing a loose couple scheme featuring Mobile IP, and by
implementing a scheduling mechanism for supporting QoS over the WLAN access network. The
simulation environment demonstrated that the WLAN technology can be interworked with
UMTS. The results showed that WLAN is a useful enhancement to the UMTS network.

Appendix A Simulation Data Tables
Table 5-1 FTP Download Response Time vs FTP Filesize (1UE vs 1UW) (Figure 4-3)
1 UMTS UE
FTP Filesize
Seed 1
Seed 2
Seed 3
Seed 4
Seed 5
Mean:
95% CI:

1B
1.252
1.252
1.253
1.253
1.253
1.253
1.252
1.253

50KB
21.943
37.369
47.949
27.249
27.835
32.469
19.700
45.238

100KB
37.783
38.849
38.649
37.749
39.735
38.553
37.527
39.579

FTP Download Response Time (sec) vs FTP Filesize
200KB 500KB 700KB 900KB
1MB
1.5MB
66.343 182.963 238.849 390.563 370.063 533.349
61.249 179.069 250.249 344.869 360.849 538.449
73.249 179.849 252.533 323.049 364.249 561.335
70.855 176.855 259.273 326.749 363.055 556.533
77.273 178.653 249.252 324.735 368.733 554.533
69.794 179.478 250.031 341.993 365.390 548.840
62.093 176.701 240.880 306.571 360.566 533.690
77.495 182.255 259.183 377.415 370.214 563.989

1.8MB
653.749
646.435
630.633
665.433
651.749
649.600
633.868
665.331

2MB
724.449
731.235
716.333
711.533
743.053
725.321
709.851
740.790

3MB
1053.533
1071.933
1063.932
1082.632
1061.932
1066.792
1053.123
1080.462

1 UW (WLAN Mode)
FTP Filesize
1B
Seed 1
0.195
Seed 2
0.189
Seed 3
0.184
Seed 4
0.191
Seed 5
0.198
Mean:
0.191
95% CI:
0.184
0.198

100KB
1.178
1.191
1.204
1.069
1.095
1.147
1.071
1.223

250KB
2.358
2.171
2.184
2.249
2.275
2.247
2.153
2.341

800KB
6.338
6.351
6.364
6.429
6.455
6.387
6.323
6.451

20MB
149.798
149.831
149.624
149.715
149.689
149.731
149.627
149.835

30MB
223.938
223.931
223.744
223.855
223.809
223.855
223.753
223.957

40MB
298.058
298.071
297.884
297.955
297.949
297.983
297.885
298.081

1.5MB
11.718
11.731
11.744
11.609
11.635
11.687
11.611
11.763

4MB
30.278
30.291
30.369
30.304
30.395
30.327
30.263
30.391

111

7MB
52.458
52.471
52.484
52.549
52.575
52.507
52.443
52.571

12MB
89.958
89.971
89.784
89.849
89.875
89.887
89.790
89.984

15MB
112.518
112.531
112.409
112.344
112.435
112.447
112.350
112.544
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Table 5-2 FTP Download Response Time vs Number of Clients (Figure 4-4)
UMTS UEs
Number of UEs
Seed 1
Seed 2
Seed 3
Seed 4
Seed 5
Mean:
95% CI:

Number of UEs
Seed 1
Seed 2
Seed 3
Seed 4
Seed 5
Mean:
95% CI:

30
39.970
39.852
39.955
39.954
39.852
39.916
39.843
39.990

16
19.363
19.480
19.438
19.403
19.377
19.412
19.353
19.471

14
19.263
19.323
19.235
19.329
19.231
19.276
19.218
19.335

12
19.163
19.314
19.262
19.162
19.160
19.212
19.123
19.301

10
19.063
19.004
19.004
19.130
19.022
19.045
18.978
19.111

8
18.663
18.560
18.645
18.934
18.726
18.705
18.531
18.880

6
18.283
18.288
18.317
18.280
18.338
18.301
18.270
18.332

4
18.279
18.330
18.255
18.270
18.274
18.282
18.247
18.317

2
18.275
18.322
18.314
18.288
18.274
18.294
18.267
18.322

WLAN_UMTS UWs in WLAN Mode
Number of UWs
30
28
Seed 1
0.5326 0.5327
Seed 2
0.5323 0.5268
Seed 3
0.5200 0.5348
Seed 4
0.5271 0.5348
Seed 5
0.5235 0.5229
Mean:
0.5271 0.5304
95% CI:
0.5203 0.5238
0.5339 0.5370

26
0.5358
0.5420
0.5384
0.5568
0.5253
0.5397
0.5255
0.5539

24
0.5418
0.5508
0.5447
0.5409
0.5394
0.5435
0.5379
0.5491

22
0.5383
0.5470
0.5344
0.5198
0.5454
0.5370
0.5234
0.5505

20
0.5326
0.5323
0.5200
0.5271
0.5235
0.5271
0.5203
0.5339

18
0.5268
0.5327
0.5268
0.5348
0.5229
0.5288
0.5228
0.5348

16
0.5217
0.5225
0.5266
0.5267
0.5251
0.5245
0.5216
0.5275

12
0.5418
0.5508
0.5447
0.5409
0.5394
0.5435
0.5379
0.5491

10
0.5383
0.5470
0.5344
0.5198
0.5454
0.5370
0.5234
0.5505

8
0.5430
0.5402
0.5460
0.5348
0.5558
0.5440
0.5343
0.5536

6
0.5629
0.5469
0.5617
0.5465
0.5684
0.5573
0.5449
0.5697

4
0.5428
0.5858
0.5273
0.5353
0.5481
0.5479
0.5198
0.5759

2
0.5960
0.5567
0.5224
0.5395
0.5224
0.5474
0.5093
0.5855

Number of UWs
Seed 1
Seed 2
Seed 3
Seed 4
Seed 5
Mean:
95% CI:

(CONT)

FTP Download Response Time (sec) vs Number of Clients
28
26
24
22
20
18
30.263 24.622 22.263 20.563 19.963 19.414
30.539 24.516 22.305 20.586 19.931 19.361
30.540 24.534 22.358 20.575 19.915 19.399
30.529 24.520 22.173 20.586 19.947 19.450
30.527 24.527 22.292 20.527 19.937 19.527
30.480 24.544 22.278 20.567 19.939 19.430
30.329 24.489 22.194 20.537 19.917 19.352
30.630 24.598 22.363 20.597 19.961 19.508

(CONT)

14
0.5358
0.5420
0.5384
0.5568
0.5253
0.5397
0.5255
0.5539
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Table 5-3 Web Page Response Time vs Number of Clients (UEs vs UWs) (Figure 4-5)
UMTS UEs
Number of UEs
Seed 1
Seed 2
Seed 3
Seed 4
Seed 5
Mean:
95% CI:

Web Page Response Time (sec) vs Number of Clients
28
26
24
22
20
18
16.060
13.760
12.456
11.559
10.599
9.959
16.140
13.641
12.538
11.739
10.354
10.034
16.041
13.837
12.742
11.651
10.436
9.954
16.239
13.738
12.641
11.539
10.541
9.862
16.141
13.643
12.838
11.541
10.545
10.039
16.124
13.724
12.643
11.606
10.495
9.969
16.027
13.621
12.453
11.497
10.373
9.880
16.222
13.827
12.833
11.715
10.617
10.059

16
9.585
9.638
9.543
9.551
9.641
9.592
9.534
9.649

14
9.185
9.253
9.244
9.153
9.141
9.195
9.132
9.259

12
8.685
8.660
8.748
8.753
8.651
8.699
8.639
8.759

10
8.285
8.347
8.353
8.344
8.338
8.334
8.299
8.368

8
8.184
8.195
8.177
8.161
8.209
8.185
8.163
8.208

6
8.144
8.174
8.157
8.139
8.154
8.154
8.137
8.171

4
8.084
8.086
8.089
8.092
8.080
8.086
8.080
8.092

2
8.004
8.098
8.049
8.056
8.031
8.048
8.005
8.091

WLAN_UMTS UWs in WLAN Mode
Number of UWs
30
28
Seed 1
0.2409
0.2258
Seed 2
0.2402
0.2410
Seed 3
0.2376
0.2399
Seed 4
0.2435
0.2411
Seed 5
0.2382
0.2393
Mean:
0.2401
0.2374
95% CI:
0.2371
0.2293
0.2430
0.2455

26
0.2352
0.2389
0.2360
0.2411
0.2397
0.2382
0.2351
0.2413

24
0.2384
0.2418
0.2409
0.2384
0.2428
0.2405
0.2380
0.2429

22
0.2444
0.2456
0.2453
0.2444
0.2425
0.2444
0.2430
0.2459

20
0.2409
0.2402
0.2376
0.2435
0.2382
0.2401
0.2371
0.2430

18
0.2258
0.2410
0.2399
0.2411
0.2393
0.2374
0.2293
0.2455

16
0.2352
0.2389
0.2360
0.2411
0.2397
0.2382
0.2351
0.2413

12
0.2444
0.2456
0.2453
0.2444
0.2425
0.2444
0.2430
0.2459

10
0.2395
0.2409
0.2410
0.2483
0.2470
0.2433
0.2383
0.2483

8
0.2450
0.2451
0.2440
0.2392
0.2511
0.2449
0.2396
0.2501

6
0.2493
0.2449
0.2443
0.2428
0.2527
0.2468
0.2417
0.2519

4
0.2479
0.2496
0.2428
0.2476
0.2494
0.2474
0.2440
0.2509

2
0.2510
0.2513
0.2432
0.2619
0.2432
0.2501
0.2405
0.2597

Number of UEs
Seed 1
Seed 2
Seed 3
Seed 4
Seed 5
Mean:
95% CI:

Number of UWs
Seed 1
Seed 2
Seed 3
Seed 4
Seed 5
Mean:
95% CI:

30
19.426
19.438
19.443
19.535
19.739
19.516
19.353
19.680
(CONT)

(CONT)

14
0.2384
0.2418
0.2409
0.2384
0.2428
0.2405
0.2380
0.2429
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Table 5-4 FTP Download Response Time vs FTP Filesize (WLAN vs UW) (Figure 4-7)
1 WLAN Client
FTP Filesize
Seed 1
Seed 2
Seed 3
Seed 4
Seed 5
Mean:
95% CI:

FTP Filesize
Seed 1
Seed 2
Seed 3
Seed 4
Seed 5
Mean:
95% CI:

1B
0.195
0.189
0.184
0.191
0.198
0.191
0.184
0.198
(CONT)

1 UW (WLAN Mode)
FTP Filesize
1B
Seed 1
0.042
Seed 2
0.026
Seed 3
0.027
Seed 4
0.040
Seed 5
0.032
Mean:
0.033
95% CI:
0.025
0.042
FTP Filesize
Seed 1
Seed 2
Seed 3
Seed 4
Seed 5
Mean:
95% CI:

(CONT)

FTP Download Response Time (sec) vs FTP Filesize
100KB 250KB 800KB 1.5MB
4MB
7MB
1.178
2.358
6.338
11.718 30.278 52.458
1.191
2.171
6.351
11.731 30.291 52.471
1.204
2.184
6.364
11.744 30.369 52.484
1.069
2.249
6.429
11.609 30.304 52.549
1.095
2.275
6.455
11.635 30.395 52.575
1.147
2.247
6.387
11.687 30.327 52.507
1.071
2.153
6.323
11.611 30.263 52.443
1.223
2.341
6.451
11.763 30.391 52.571

12MB
89.958
89.971
89.784
89.849
89.875
89.887
89.790
89.984

15MB
112.518
112.531
112.409
112.344
112.435
112.447
112.350
112.544

20MB
149.798
149.831
149.624
149.715
149.689
149.731
149.627
149.835

30MB
223.938
223.931
223.744
223.855
223.809
223.855
223.753
223.957

40MB
298.058
298.071
297.884
297.955
297.949
297.983
297.885
298.081

60MB
448.738
448.751
448.564
448.609
448.635
448.659
448.557
448.761

80MB
599.358
599.371
599.184
599.249
599.275
599.287
599.190
599.384

100MB
749.735
749.709
749.644
749.791
749.778
749.731
749.658
749.804

100KB
0.395
0.363
0.331
0.369
0.505
0.393
0.310
0.475

250KB
0.770
0.737
0.705
0.744
0.679
0.727
0.683
0.771

800KB
2.010
1.977
1.945
1.984
1.919
1.967
1.923
2.011

1.5MB
3.410
3.377
3.345
3.384
3.519
3.407
3.324
3.490

4MB
8.850
8.817
8.824
8.785
8.759
8.807
8.763
8.851

7MB
15.272
15.240
15.208
15.246
15.182
15.229
15.186
15.273

12MB
25.990
25.957
25.925
25.964
25.899
25.947
25.903
25.991

15MB
32.410
32.377
32.384
32.345
32.319
32.367
32.323
32.411

20MB
43.112
43.080
43.048
43.022
43.086
43.070
43.026
43.113

30MB
64.530
64.497
64.465
64.439
64.504
64.487
64.443
64.531

40MB
85.950
85.917
85.885
85.859
85.924
85.907
85.863
85.951

60MB
128.790
128.757
128.725
128.764
128.699
128.747
128.703
128.791

80MB
171.604
171.572
171.540
171.579
171.514
171.562
171.518
171.606

100MB
214.359
214.424
214.385
214.417
214.450
214.407
214.363
214.451
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Table 5-5 Web Page Response Time vs Number of Clients (Mixed Client Access Mode) (Figure 4-11)
UWs in UMTS Mode
Web Page Response Time (sec) vs Number of Clients
Number of UWs
in UMTS Mode
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
Seed 1
14.433 9.167
8.252
8.116
8.385
8.097
7.360
Seed 2
14.710 9.167
8.659
8.086
8.534
8.097
7.652
Seed 3
14.433 8.911
8.772
8.797
8.572
7.673
7.694
Seed 4
14.710 8.865
8.517
8.256
8.037
8.030
7.696
Seed 5
14.433 9.849
8.087
8.068
8.243
8.115
7.462
Mean:
14.544 9.192
8.457
8.265
8.354
8.002
7.573
95% CI:
14.355 8.704
8.105
7.884
8.081
7.770
7.383
14.733 9.680
8.810
8.645
8.628
8.234
7.763

UWs in WLAN Mode
Number of UWs
in WLAN Mode
0
Seed 1
Seed 2
Seed 3
Seed 4
Seed 5
Mean:
95% CI:

2
0.251
0.251
0.243
0.262
0.243
0.250
0.241
0.260

4
0.248
0.250
0.243
0.248
0.249
0.247
0.244
0.251

6
0.249
0.245
0.244
0.243
0.253
0.247
0.242
0.252

8
0.245
0.245
0.244
0.251
0.251
0.247
0.243
0.252

10
0.239
0.241
0.241
0.248
0.247
0.243
0.238
0.248

12
0.244
0.246
0.245
0.244
0.243
0.244
0.243
0.246

6
7.628
7.723
7.673
7.316
7.968
7.661
7.371
7.951

4
7.788
7.751
7.446
7.262
7.586
7.567
7.295
7.838

2
7.525
7.867
7.269
7.849
7.822
7.666
7.340
7.992

0

14
0.242
0.241
0.243
0.241
0.243
0.242
0.241
0.243

16
0.241
0.240
0.241
0.240
0.241
0.241
0.240
0.241

18
0.241
0.240
0.241
0.239
0.241
0.240
0.239
0.242

20
0.239
0.241
0.240
0.244
0.241
0.241
0.239
0.243
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Table 5-6 FTP Download Response Time vs Number of Clients (Mixed Client Access Mode) (Figure 4-13)
UWs in UMTS Mode
FTP Download Response Time (sec) vs Number of Clients
Number of UWs
in UMTS Mode
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
Seed 1
24.942 17.852 16.991 16.059 15.593 15.714 15.829 14.818
Seed 2
24.416 18.051 16.967 16.012 15.935 15.714 14.737 14.075
Seed 3
24.416 17.991 16.909 15.593 16.035 14.919 14.688 14.139
Seed 4
24.887 18.301 16.981 16.281 15.506 15.194 14.823 14.801
Seed 5
24.390 18.230 16.944 16.118 16.009 14.807 15.840 15.094
Mean:
24.610 18.085 16.958 16.012 15.816 15.270 15.183 14.585
95% CI:
24.264 17.860 16.918 15.695 15.508 14.736 14.443 14.024
24.956 18.310 16.999 16.330 16.123 15.803 15.924 15.147

UWs in WLAN Mode
Number of UWs
in WLAN Mode
0
Seed 1
Seed 2
Seed 3
Seed 4
Seed 5
Mean:
95% CI:

2
0.596
0.557
0.540
0.557
0.540
0.558
0.529
0.586

4
0.543
0.586
0.527
0.535
0.548
0.548
0.520
0.576

6
0.563
0.547
0.562
0.547
0.568
0.557
0.545
0.570

8
0.543
0.540
0.546
0.535
0.556
0.544
0.534
0.554

10
0.538
0.547
0.534
0.545
0.545
0.542
0.535
0.549

12
0.542
0.551
0.545
0.541
0.539
0.544
0.538
0.549

14
0.536
0.542
0.538
0.557
0.525
0.540
0.525
0.554

4
14.900
14.882
14.833
14.332
14.649
14.719
14.423
15.015

2
7.525
7.867
7.269
7.849
7.822
7.666
7.340
7.992

0

16
0.529
0.525
0.529
0.529
0.525
0.527
0.525
0.530

18
0.533
0.533
0.527
0.535
0.523
0.530
0.524
0.536

20
0.533
0.533
0.532
0.527
0.524
0.530
0.524
0.535
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Table 5-7 FTP Download Response Time vs Number of UWs (Heavy Traffic Load) (Figure 4-14)
UWs in WLAN Mode
FTP Download Response Time (sec) vs Number of Clients
Number of UWs
in WLAN Mode
2
6
10
16
20
23
25
28
Seed 1
29.822 30.374 35.059 38.338 44.393 61.802 93.272 141.033
Seed 2
31.899 33.357 37.011 38.343 42.354 60.398 93.272 142.355
Seed 3
29.099 31.339 35.345 35.351 45.336 60.349 89.356 143.377
Seed 4
28.862 33.354 35.389 39.341 44.341 62.356 91.349 141.361
Seed 5
29.011 32.339 33.971 39.332 43.345 63.331 94.389 142.349
Mean:
29.739 32.153 35.355 38.141 43.954 61.648 92.327 142.095
95% CI:
28.171 30.540 34.003 36.108 42.541 60.052 89.859 140.943
31.306 33.766 36.707 40.174 45.367 63.243 94.796 143.247

30
192.811
195.338
193.343
191.351
193.341
193.237
191.462
195.012

Table 5-8 Web Page Response Time vs Number of UWs (Heavy Traffic Load) (Figure 4-15)
UWs in WLAN Mode
Number of UWs
in WLAN Mode
2
Seed 1
1.140
Seed 2
1.298
Seed 3
1.349
Seed 4
1.356
Seed 5
1.256
Mean:
1.280
95% CI:
1.170
1.390

Web Page Response Time (sec) vs Number of Clients
6
1.374
1.357
1.439
1.354
1.239
1.353
1.263
1.442

10
1.516
1.347
1.353
1.444
1.738
1.480
1.281
1.679

16
1.538
1.343
1.651
1.441
1.832
1.561
1.325
1.797

20
1.950
1.754
1.836
1.941
1.945
1.885
1.776
1.994

23
2.718
2.649
2.789
2.860
2.757
2.754
2.657
2.852

25
4.546
4.546
4.160
4.548
4.526
4.466
4.254
4.678

28
7.947
8.355
8.177
7.961
7.965
8.081
7.857
8.305

30
15.663
15.565
15.734
15.854
15.562
15.676
15.523
15.828
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